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THE TRANSIMION FROM SCHOOL TO COLLEGE.

L. B. R. BIGGs.

C OLLEGE life is the supreme fatal gaps in calcutation, common
privilege of youth. Rich with preoccupied fathers, are not
men's sons from private uncommon with teachers-the very

schools may t.ke it carelessly, men whose life work is fitting boys
as something to enjoy unearned, for life.
lke their own daily bread ; yet To prepare a boy for examinations
the true title to it is the title that admit to college requires skill,
earned in college day by day. but is easy; to prepare a boy for
The privilege of entering college college is a problem that no teacher
admits to the privilege of deserving and no school has ever solved. In
college; college life belongs to the the widest sense, the transition from
great things, at once joyous and school ta college is almost coinci-
solemn, that are not to be entered dent with the transition from youth
into lightly. to manhood-often a tire when the

Now the things that are not to be physical being is excitable and iii-
entered into lightly (such as mar- controlled, when the mmd suffers
riage and the ministry) are often from the lassitude of rapid bodily
the things that men enter prepared growth, and vhen the youth's whole
viciously or not prepared at all; and conception of his relation ta other
college life is no exception. "There people is distorted by conceit. Sen.
had always lain a pleasant notion sitive ta lis own importance, just
at the back of his head," says Mr. beginning ta know his power for
Kipling of Haîvey Cheyne's father, good or evil, he is shot into new and
who had left the boy to the care of excitiag surroundings-out of a dis.
a useless wife, "that some day, cipline that drove and held him
when he had rounded off everything with whip and rein into a discipline
and the boy had left college, he that trusts hm ta see the road and
would take his son to his heart and ta travel in it. If we add ta this
lead him inLo his possessions. Then the new and alluring arguments for
that boy, he argued, as busy fathers' vce as an expression of fully devel-
do, would instantly become his com- oped inanhood, we have some notion
panion, partner and ally; and there of the struggle in which a boy-
would follow splendid years of great away from home, it may be, for the
works carried oui together- the old first time-is expected ta canquer.
head backing the young fire Such The best school is the school that
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best prepares him for this struggle;
not the school that guards him most
sternly or.most tend'rly, nor the
school that guards him. not at all,
but the school thatsteadily increases
his responsibility, and as steadily
strengthens him to meet it. The
best college is the college that
makes him a man.

The first feeling of a Freshrnan is
confusion ; the next is often a
strange elation at the discovery that
now at last his elders have given
him his head. "I never shall for-
get," says a notd preacher, "how
I felt when I found myself a Fresh
man-a feeling that-all restraint was
gone, land that I might go to the
,devil just as fast as I pleased."
This is the transition from schlool
to college.

In a rnan's life there must be, as
everybody- knows, a perilotus time
of going out into the world:. to
many it comes at the beginning of a
college course ; to many-possibly
to most who go to college at all-
it bas already come at school. The
larger and less protected .boarding-
school or academy is constantly
threatened with every vice known
to a college; the cloistëred private
school affords, from its lack .of op
portunity for .some vices, peculiar
temptation to others ; the day
school, if in or near a large city,
contains boys for whose bad habits,
not yet revealed, their parents by-
and-bye will hold the college re-
sponsible. I remember a group of
boys going daily from cultivated
homes to an excellent school, each
of whorn, in college, came to one.
grief or another, and each of whom,
I am convincéd, had made straight
at home and at Èchool the.way to
that grief. The transition * from
school to college *am merely the.
continuation in adar1âtgz world oi'
what they had begun irr a smaller.

A continuation is What the transi-
: ;r

tion ought to be: the problem is
how to make it a continuation of the
right sort. " What is the matter
with your college?" says a teacher
who cares beyond ali else for the
moral and religious welfare of his
pupils. "I keep my boys for years;
I send them to you in September,
and by Christmas half of them, have
degenerated. They have lost punctu-
ality; they have lost ,app#awn ;
they have no responsibi1it ; and
some o them are gone to the bad."
" What is the matter with your
school," the college retorts, "'that
in half a dozen years it c-4nnot teach
a' boy to stand up three months ?
College is the world ; fitring for col-
lege: is fitting for life; what is the
matter with your school ? " He
who loses his ideals, loses the very
bloom of life. To see a young man's
ideals rapidly slipping .away, while
his face grows corser, and coarser,
is one of the saddest sights in col-
lege or out of it. What is his train-
ing good for, if it has not taught
him the folly, the misery and the
wrong of dabbling in evil ? If he
must believe that no man is wise
till he has come to know the resorts
of gamblers and harlots and has
indulged himself* for experience
sake in a little gentlemanly vice,
can he not put off the acquaintance
four years more, by the end of which
time he nay have. leame-d soie
wiser wa-y of getting wisdomr E,
sides, in the course of those -four
years (and the chance is better than
even) he may meet -some girl for
whose sake he will be glad that his
record has been- clean. Cannot a
school which closely watches its
boys while their characters are
moulding teach them to keep their
heads level and their hearts true,
savé them from the wrongs that
never can be:righted,.send them to
college and through college, faulty
it must be, but at least unstained ?
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The Transition from School to College.

The main object of school and you didn't stay." The first danger
college is the same-to establish in the transition from boyhood to
character, and to make that char- manhood is the danger in what is
acter more efficient through knowl- called " knowinglife." It is so easy
edge; to make nwral character to let mere vulgar curiosity pose as
more efficient through mental dis. the search for truth. A anior, who
cipline. In the transition from I had been in a fight at a public dance,
school to college, continuity of the said in defence of himself: "I think
best influence, mentaï and moral, is I have led a pretty clean life in these
the thing nost needful. Oddly four years; but I believe that going
enough, the only continuity worthy arnong all sorts of peuple and know-
of the name is often (in its outward ing thern is the best thing college
aspects) neither mental nor moral, life can give us." The old poet
but atbletic. An athlete is watched knew better :
at school as an athlete, enters col- "Let no man say there, 'Vîrtue's flinty Wall
lege as an athlete ; and if he is a Shail lock vice in me; l'Il do none but
good athlete, and if he takes decent know ail.'
care of his body, he continues his Men are sponge3, which, to pour out, re-
college course as an athlete-with ev;collge oure a an thlte-ith Who knQw false play, rather thau luse,
new experiences, it is true, but al- deceive: '
ways with the thread of continuity For in best understandings sin begaL,
fairly visible, and with the relation Angels sinned first, then devils, and then
-of training to success clearly in man.")
view. Palpably bad as the manage Here comes in to advantage the
ment of éol.iege athletis has been ambition of the athiete. Football
and is, misiea'ding'as the predomi- begins with or before the college
nance of athletics in an institution year. Training for football means
of learning may be, the fact remains early hours, clean life, constant oc-
that in athMetics lies a saving power, cupation for body and mod. reach-
and that for many a boy no better of' training means ostracism. That
bridge of the gap between school this game tides many a Freshman
and college has yet been found than over agreat danger, by, keeping
the bridge afforded by «athletics. hm, healthily ocipied, have corne
The Freshman athiete, ieft to hirn; flrmly ta believe. It supplies what
self, is likely to fal behind in his Presidnt Eliot calds "a new and
stdies; but unle s he is singuiarly effective motive for resisting ail sins
unreasonable or vicions, he is where which weaken or coreupt the body; l
an olfer student f clear head nd if appeals to abiio n and ta self
strong will can keep himn straight- restraint ; it'gives ta crude youth. a
can at least save h m frQ those task in which crude youth cn attain
tdeplorable falis thatl ta a greater or finish and skill, can feel the power
less degree, bruise and taint a who e that cones of surnounting treen-
life. f The trouble wiil begin,» said dous obsacles andyof recognition
a wise man, talking to sub Fresh for surtounting thern; moreover,
men, "in the flrst fortight. Solt e' like war, it affords an outet for the
evening you wil be with a lot of reckless' courage of young nanhood
friends in somebody's roorn, when -the swme reckless courage that in.
something is proposed that you pidhe days drives young men head-
know isn t jus right.- Stop it if you long into vice.
can; if ot, go home and go to bed, Has not bard study, aso, a saving
and in the morning you wil be glad power ? Yes, for sone boys ; but
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for a boy full of animal spirits, and stand behind and kick him. Mr.
not spurred to intellectual effort by X [a well known schoolmasterj says,.
poverty, the pressure is often too ' Jones, will you please do this or
gentle, the reward too remote. Such that'; Mr. Y stands behind Jones
a youth may be, in the first place, and kicks him into college." I do
too well pleased with himself to not accept the young graduate's
understand bis relation to his fellow- alternative; but I have to admit
men and the respectability of labor. tbat many boys are kicked, or wbip.
He may fail to see that college life ped, or cosseted, or otherwise per-
does not of itself make a man dis- sonally conducted into college, and,
tinguished; in a vague way, he feels once there, are as bopelessly lost as
that the university is gratefully or- a baby turned loose in London.
namented by bis presence. No "It took me about tvo years in col-
human creature can be more com- lege to get my bearings," said an
placent than a Freshman, unless it earnest man, now a superintendent
is a Sophomore; yet the Freshman of scbools. I didn't loaf; I siniply
may be simply a being who, with didn't know how to get at thirgs.
no particular merit of bis own, has In those days there was nobody to.
received a great opportuniti'; and go to for advice; and I had neyer
the Sophomore may be simply, a read anytbing-bad nevier been in-
being who bas abused that oppor- side of a public library. 1 didn't
unity for a year. know where or how to take hold."

Now the Freshman meets, in a Tbis is the story of a man wbo.
large modern college, a new theory longed to take bold; and we must
of intellectual discipline. As Pro- remember that many of our college
fessor Peabody has beautifully ex- boys do fot at first came wbetber
pressed it, he passes " from the they take hold or not. It is only in
sense of study as an obligation to football, fot in study, that tbey bave
the sense of study as an opportun- learned to tackle, and to tackle low.
ity." Too often he regards study "A bolstered boy," says a wise
as an inferior cpportunity; and mother, "is an unfortunate man."
having an option between study and Many of tbese boys bave been bol-
loafing, he takes loafing. " In the stered; many are mothers' boys;
Medical School," said a first-year many have crammed day and night
medical student, " they give you a tbmougb the fot season to get into
lot to do ; and nobody cares in the college, and, once in, draw a long
least whether you do it." In other breath and lie down. The main
words, the Medical School may object of life is attained; and for
rely on the combined stimulus of any secondary object they are too
intellectual ambition and bread and tired to work. The old tim-table
butter: its Faculty need not prod of morning school gives place to-
or cos. et; it is a place of Devil take a confusing arrangement which
tbe bindmost. Yet tbe change in spreads recitations and lectures un-
tbe attitude of teacher to pupil is evenly over the diffement days. They
not more sbarply marked between walk to a large lecture room, where
college and medical scbool than be- a man ho is not going to question
tween preparatory school and col- baen that day talks for an bour,
lege. "There re o111Y two WaYs more or less audibly. He is a long
of getting work omt of a boy," said a
young college graduate. IOne is aBoth ways are known in football, besidet
through eulationI; the other is to what is calley rcueswng up."
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way off;- and though he is talking
to somebody, he seems not to be
talking to them. It is hard to listen ;
and if they take notes (a highly
educational process) the notes will
be poor: besides, if they need notes,
they can buy them later. Why not
let the lecture go, and sleep, or
carve the furniture, or think about
something else (girls, for instance) ?
These boys are in a poor frame of
mind for new methods of instruc-
tion ; yet new methods of instruction
they must have. They must learn
to depend upon themselves, to be-
come men ; and they must learn
that hardest lesson of all-that a
man's freedoni consists in binding
himself : still again, they must learn
these things at an age when the
average boy bas an il'.seasoned
body, a half.trained mind, jarred
nerves, bis first large sum of money,
all manner of diverting temptations
and a profound sense of his own
importance. How can they be taken
down, and not taken down too
much-thrown, and not thrown too
hard? How can they be taught the
responsibility of freedom ? They
face, it may be, an elective system
which, at first sight, seems to make
elective not this or that study,
merely, but the habit of studying at
all. Alr'eady they have been weak
ened by the failure of the modern
parent and the modern educator to
see steadily the power that is born
of overcoming difficulties. What
the mind indolently shrinks from is
readily mistaken, by fond mothers,
mercenary tutors and some better
people, as not suited to the genius
of the boy in question. "It is too
much for Jamie to learn those stupid
rules of syntax, when he has a pas-
sion for natural history;" or,
"George never could learn geome-

'A stulent whose name begins with Y
told me once that he had never had a good
seat in his life.

try-and, after all, we none of us
use geometry in later life. He ex-
pects to be a lawyer, like his father;
and I can't think of any good
geometry can do him."

The change " from the sense of
study as an obligation to the sense
of study as an opportunity" is a
noble change for persons -nature
enough to turn opportunity into ob.
ligation; it is not a noble change
for those who choose such studies
only as they think they can pass
with bought notes. Knowledge that
does not overcome difficulties,
knowledge that merely absorbs
what it can without disagreeable
effort, is not power ; it is not even
manly receptivity. Milton, to be
sure, patient toiler and conqueror
though he was, cried in his pain,
"God loves not to plough out the
heart of our endeavors with over-
hard and sad tasks» but an over-
hard and sad task may be a plain
duty ; and even Milton, when he
said this, was trying to get rid of
what some people would call a plain
duty-his wife. When we consider
the mass and the variety of the
Freshman's temptations, and what
someone bas called the " strain on
their higher motives," we wonder
more and more at the strength of
the temptation to knowledge, where-
by so many stand steady and work
their way out into clear-headed and
trustworthy manhood.

One way to deal with these
strange, excited, inexperienced and
intensely human things called Fresh-
men is to let them flounder ,till they
drown or swim; and this way has
been advocated by men who have
no boys of their own. It is delight-
fully simple, if we can only shut
eye and ear and heart and con-
science; and it has.a kind of plausi-
bility in the examples of men who
through rough usage have achieved
strong character. " The objection,"
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as the master of a great school said creased responsibility is best in
the other day, l is the waste ; and," theory, and has proved good in prac.
he added, " it is such an awful tice. The scheme of naking the
thing to waste human life!" This older and more influential boys
method is a cruel method, ignoring " Prefects " has worked well in at
all the sensibilities of that delidate, least one large preparatory school,
high strung instrument which we and shows its excellence in the atti-
call the soul. If none but the fittest tude of the Prefects when they
survived, the cruelty might be de- core to college. This soheme makes
fended; but some, who unhappily a confident appeal ta the maturity
cannot drown, become cramped of some boys and the reasonableness
swimmers for all their days. Busy of ail, trusting ail to see that the
and worn as a college teacher usual- best hopes ot teacher and scholar
ly is, thirsty for the advancement of are one and the same.
learning as he is assumed always to The system of gradually increased
be, he cannot let hundreds of young responsibiiity at schooi must be met
men pass before him, unheeded and hait way by the system of friendly
unbefriended. At Harvard College, supervision at colIege-supervision
the Faculty, through its £ystem of in which the aider undergraduates
advisers for Freshmen, has made a are quite as important as the Facul-
beginning; and though there are ty. The Sophomore who enjoys
hardly enough advisers to go round, hazing (like the Dean who emptoys
the system has proved its useful- spies) is an enemy ta civilization.
ness. At Harvard College, also, a Tle true state of mmd, whether for
large committee of Seniors and professor or for student, -vas ex-
juniors has assumed some responsi pressed by a coilege teacher long
bility for all the Freshmen. Each ago. "I hold it," le said, "a part
undertakes to see at the beginning of my business ta do what I can for
of the year the'Freshmen assigned any wiglt that cames ta this place."
to him, and to give every one of When ail students of ail caileges,
them, besides kindly greeting and and ail boys of ail schoois, believe,
good advice, the feeling that an ex- and have the riglt ta believe, that
perienced undergraduate may be their teachers are their friends;
counted an as a triend in need. when the educated public recagnizes

Wliether colieges slioucd guard the truth tlat schooi and colee
their students more closeiy than shoud help each other in lifting aur
tiey da-whether, for example, they youth ta the liig ground of charac.
shouid with gates and bars prbtect ter-the school neyer forgetting that
their dormitories against the inroads boys are ta be men, and t e college
of bad women-is an open question. neyer forgetting that men liaye
For the deiiberately viciors such been boys-we shaol comuste the
safeguards would arnount ta nothingw; idea t of education Toward this
but for the weak they miglit lessen idnal we are maving, slowly but
the danger of sudden temptation. steadily. When we reac it, or
0f hat sthools shouyd do, I can even corne so near it as ta see it
say littie; for with shhools I have always, we shae cease to dread the
little experience : but this I know, transition from school to college.-
that sorne systemn of graduaiy in- 1 The Atantc Monthly.
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A GREAT DISCOVERY.

GEORGE McC. ROBSON, M.A.
The True Scientific Method-First Englishman of Scisnce-The CIrtesian Vortices

Newton's Early Life.

0f old sat Knowledge on the heights, There in her place she did rejoice,
The thunders breaking at her feet: Self-gathered in her prophet-mitid,

Above her shook the starry lights; But fragments of her mighty voice
She heard the torrents meet. Came rolling on the wind.

Then stept she down through town and field
To mingle with the human race,

And pirt by part to men reveal'd
'he fulness of her face.

Alteredfrom Tennyson.

M ANY persons regard the se- bodies than al the apples ever har-
crets of nature as conun vesced in England could have done.
drums to be guessed in somedrus t beguesedin omeA long, list of quotations from,.and

moment of idle speculation, and aré refereces to, these writings is given
firmly persuaded that many of the in the preface to a treatise on As-
greatest discoverers owe their dis- tronomy, published in 1702, by David
coveries to the Inspiration of some Gregory, Savilian Professor ofAstro.
trivial accident. The view is strong- nomy in the University of Oxford;
ly supported by the superifical ac this work was very highly commend-
counts that some popular writers ed by Newton, and the quotations
have giyen of Newton's discovery from aricient authorities that are
of the law of universal gravitation; given in the preface are abridged
these writers,'endeavoring to make from notes supplied to Gregory by
an nteresting and eveuîtful narra- Newton in his own handwrîting. It
t.ve with a useful m6ral, have ex- appears, then, that the apple, even if
pended much ingenious rhetoric in it be not altogether apacryphal, was
deco:ating the tradition that the not the mst potent factor in the
fall of an apple first suggested to genesis of Newton's great discovery;
Newton the idea that the force which and it is manifestly impossible to
retains the moon in her orbit is the tell the story of bis discovery with.
'-ame as terrestrial gravity, and un- out indicating, however briefiy, the
'imited amazement is expressed that stees that led up te it, and referring
the simple fall of an apple should tô a few of the great men who an-
have led to the discovery of the ticipated to some extent the methods
laws of the universe. The story of Newton empbyed. »

the apple is pleasant and plausible, Roger Bacon, the first Englishman
and this account of the discovery of of science, was born at lchester in
ihe law of gravitation is easy both i4and died at Oxfordin 1294. In
o write and to read ; it is defective, his Opusllajur we find the first clear

¾owever, in that it does not, in the enunciation of the method that New-
1-ast, help bne to understand how ton used 50 successfully. Bacon laid
Newton made his discovery or what down the fundamental principle that
t was that he discovered. The fact there cm b3 no knowledge of nature

îs that various writings, well known without observation. and experiment;
to Newton, gave more suggestion of and he exlained in detail how every
ýravity extending to, the heivenly natural since mustbe based on math-
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ematics, and can make progress only
when its fundanental principles are
expressed in mathematical form.
These views are in close accord
with the best modern ideas,, and
foreshadow very clearly the methods
used by Newton ; but they were so
far in advance of Bacon's age that
they were utterly incomprehensible
to his contemporaries.

A more successful advocate of the
employment of mathematics in
scientific research was the brilliant
French philosopher, René Descartes,
who was born near Tours on March
3 st, 1596. He pointed out that
geometers, starting with a few self-
evident axioms, were able to deduce
the most abstruse propositions from
those axioms by a vigorous process
of reasoning, and maintained that
in a similar manner the mysteries of
the universe rc.uld be solved by
mathematical reasoning based on a
few fundamental principles. This
is but a partial statement of the true
method, for Descartes fails to em-
phasize, as Bacon did, the necessity
of frequent appeals to observation
and experimerit to verify the results
of th ý reasoning; to this contempt
for experimental verification is to
be ascribed the failure of Descartes'
attenpt to explain physical pheno.
mena.

Descartes says science is a tree of
which metaphysics is the root,
physics is the trunk, and the three
branches are mechanics, medicine,
and morals; these branches being
the applications of our knowledge to
external affairs, to the human body,
and to the conduct of life. In 1644
he published his Principia Philoso
.Phie (' Principles of Philosophy ").
which deals chiefly with physical
science and in which he treats of
the laws of mofion and the theory
of vortices. Descartes'philosophy
was long dominant in -Europe; it
was taught in all ·tlie «universities,
Newton himself was brought up in

this faith, and for a time the vortex
theory maintained itself as a rival
of the Newtonian theory of univers il
grav'tation ; it is, therefore, ger-
mane to our purpose to give a slight
account of Descartes' vortices. In
his Principia, Descartes attempts to
construct a system of philosophy
that is absolutely free from assump-
tiuns; accordingly he begins with
an attempt to demonstrate his own
existence; this he conceives to be
proved by his famous aphorisin, I I
think, therefore, I exist " This is
the starting point of his system; he
then asserts that it is manifestly im
possible that a vacuum can exist
anywhere, and maintains that the
universe is a plenum, " filled with
matter." Originally this matter con.
sisted of equal parts with sharp cor-
ners ; by the motion of the parts,
their corners are rubbed off till the
parts are reduced to spherical form,
and the dust produced by the ab-
rasion constitutes another and
subtler form of ma.ter. There is
also a third form of matter-the ma-
terial of which the earth and all
opaque bodies are composed. Lu-
mincus bodies, like the sun, are
composed of the first kind of matter,
the transparent interplanetary
spaces are filled with the second
kind of matter. All this matter is
revolving in circular currents, or
whirlpools, which are called vortices.
The first kind of matter naturally
collects together at the centre of
each vortex, the second kind of
matter forms an all-pervading me-
dium surrounding the center. Thus
he accounts for the fact that the sun
is the center of the solar system ; to
explain the motion of the planets,
each planet has a special vortex in
which it is whirled round like a
straw in the eddy of a swift-flowing
stream. Gravitation is attributed
to the settling down of bodies toward
the center of each vortex.

It is easy to show that Descartes'
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vortex theory is full of inconsisten-
cies, and that e consequenzes de.
duced from it by logscal reasoning
are incompatible with well.known
and indisputable facts. Yet it found
ready acceptance among intelligent
men and good mathemticians, be-
cause it filled the void left in men's
ninds by the overthrow of the
Ptolemaic system. Kepler had
established his three laws as facts,
but the human mind is never satis
fied with the knowledge of a fact
but ever seeks to know vhy the fact
is so and not otherwise; Kepler
himself sought for the explanation
of his laws, and with wonderful pro-
phetic instinct spoke confidently of
a physical astronomy that would give
a rational explanation of his laws.
Descartes' Principia, then, appeared
at a time when men's minds, shaken
from the old faith, were willing to
accept any plausible theory tl at
afforded them even a temporary
resting place, and most of the ad-
herents of the vortex theory accept-
ed it without much investigation ;
indeed, it is well known that the
number of those who had the cour-
age to read Descartes' Principia
through was very limited.

Though the Cartesian vortices
have long since been discarded, it
would be unsafe to regard his theory
as altogether absurd. The leaders
of thought to-day are agreed that all
space is filled with a medium capable
of vortex motion, and some physic
ists are endeavoring to show that
rigidity and all the other properties
of matter are due to vortices in this
medium; but, whereas Descartes'
vortices were very large, the modern
physicist prefers vortices of infini-
tesimal dimensions. However, with-
out attributing any inherent absurd-
ity to the Cartesian philosop , it is
necessary to point out that it was
not in aniy sense an anticipation of,
or a step toward, Newton's dis-
clovery. Newton, it is said, read

only about eight pages of Descartes
Principia, and on those pages he
wrote the word " error " several
times. This sketch of the vortex
theory shows, what can also be
shown from the writings of other
authors, that inquiring minds were
then eager to discover the deeper
laws of which those of Kepler were
but the outward expression and
consequence.

Descartes' greatest service to
science, however, was not nis physi-
cal theories, but his invention of
the method of Analytical Geometry.
This is a genuine invention of the
highest nerit, and is a powerful and
indispensable instrument in scien-
tific investigations. Newton's dis-
coveries could not have been nade
without t'e aid of the Cartesian
geometry, and if Descartes had not
invented it Newton would have had
to spend some of his valuable time
in working out some similar system
himself. Moreover, the Cartesian
geometry led directly to the inven-
tion of the 1)ifferential Calculus by
Ilewton and by Leibnitz.

But the real foundation on which
Newton erected his stately edifice
was discovered by Galileo. In the
last years of Galileo's life, when he
was blind and helpless, he reasoned
out the fundamental laws of motion
on which the whole modern science
of mechanics rests. These laws are
sometimes called Newton's laws of
mgtion,because Newton stated them
in the following form :

1. Every body continues in its state-
of rest or of uniform motion in a
straight Une, except in so far as it is
combelled by forces to change that state.

2. The change of the quantity of
motion is preportional to the force that
cause the change, and takes place in the-
direction in which the force acts.

In this law the quantity of motion
of a body means the product of its
mass and its velocity.

3. To every action there is always an
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equal and opposite reaction ; or the Rev. Barnabas Smith, to 1-1.m a
mutual actions o/ two bodies are always parishioner had recor'ended Ithe
equal and oppositely directed in the same widow Newton a a most extraor-
straight Une. dinarily goud woman' On her

The laws of motion are the funda- second marriage, she vent ta live
mental principles of mechanics, and at North Witham, and her mother,
when these laws are properly ex Mrs. Ayscough, came ta Woods-
pressed in mathematical language thorpe ta take charge of Newton.
there can be derived from them, by After attending the village school
purely mathematical reasoning, a for some time, Newton was sent ta
vast and orderly store of knowledge. the grammar sçhoal at Grantham,
Descartes unfortunately never un which he attended for three years,
derstood the laws of motion, there- during which time he boarded at
fore the first principles from which the house of Mr. Clark, an apothe-
he started' were wrong, and no cary. At first, Newton was neither
amount of correct reasoning from a diligent nor a successful student;
false premises could lead hin to Latin grammar apparently had no
correct results. Had he condescend charms for him, and he states him-
ed to verify his results by experi self that he was the last boy in the
ment, he might have detected his lowest class but one. The sehool
errors, retraced his steps, and bully, who held the place immedi-
amended his first principles. It may ately above Newton in class, one
be said that Galileo laid the solid day gave Newton a severe icick in
foundation on which Newton built, the stomach; whereupon, Newton
and Descartes invented some of the straightway fought and beat the
-tools that Newton used in building. bully. This victary aroused lis

The discovery of the laws of mo- ambition, and from that time he
tion was, pernaps, Galileo's greatest devoted himself vith incessant
contribution to science, and formed energy ta study and quickly reached
a fitting close to his remarkable life. the head of the school. During
On January 8th, 1642, the veteran this period, though he did not often
Galileo died, and before the close of join his companions in play, e was
that year there was born in England a recognized leader among them,
a sickly infant who was destined to and supplied them with a variety
carry on gloriously the work so of toys of his awn construction. He
nobly begun by Galileo. was particularly skilful in making

Isaac Newton was born, to a kites, waterwheels and vindmills.
widowed mother,in the manor house One of his favorite amusements
of Woolsthorpe, near Grantham, in was ta frighten the country people
Lincolnshire, on Christmas day, by tying a paper lantern ta the tail
1642. His father, who was a yeo of a kite on a dark night, which the
man farmer, died a few months country people took for a comet
after his marriage with Harriet foreboding war, pestilence and
Ayscough, and very little is known famine.
of him. The care of the deli- The one love affair of Newton's
cate infant and of the farm life occurred vhile he vas an inrate
both devolved upon Mrs. New- of Mr. Clarkis household. He ap-
ton, who was· eminently sensible pears ta have fallen in love with
and practi'ual, and in every way a Miss Storey, who alsa baarded with
most excellent woman. Mrs. New- Mr. Clark's family. She -was twa
tan was afterwards married ta, the years younger than Newton, and is
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said to have been a young lady of
great attractions and considerable
talent. Newton delighted in her
society, and he presented her with
several very ingeniously constructed
cabinets. Poverty seems to have
beer the only bar to the consumma
tion of their happiness. Miss Storey
was afterwaras married twice, and
at the age of 82 she was Mrs. Vin.
cent, living at Grantham. Many
stories of Newton's early life were
obtained from Mrs. Vincent by Dr.
Stukeley. Newton's affection for
her never failed ; in her old age he
frequently visited ber and relieved
her financial difficulties by generous
aid.

About this time Newton con-
structed a water-clock, which was
long used in Mr. Clark's family. In
shape it resembled an old-fashioned
house-clock; the index on the dial-
plate was turned by a piece of wood
that was set in motion by dropping
water. He constructed, also, a
mechanical four-wheeled cairiage
driven by a handle turned by the
person seated in the carriage. Mrs.
Vine is the authority for the
s 4Ment that Newton early dis

yed great talent in drawing, and
tcelled in poetical composition.

Some of these boyish verses were
remembered and repeated by Mrs.
Vincent seventy years afteiwards.

When Newton was fifteen years
old his mother's second husband
died, and she returned, with three
children of the second marriage, to
Woolsthorpe. Newton was taken
from school to assist in the manage-
ment of the farm. Part of his duty
was to accompany an old servant
to Granthain to do the weekly mar
keting. O.. these occasions he left
the marketing to the servant, and
retired to the attic of Mr. Clark's
house, where he read all the books
he could find. During this period
lie constructed several sun dials;

one of these dials was cut on a stone
in the wall of his own house; this
stone is preserved in the library of
the Royal Society, and the letters
TON are still visible on it.

Mrs. Smith, observing that her
son was likely ta be a very unsuc-
cessful farnier, consulted her brother,
who was -rector of a neighbouring
parish. Her brother very wisely
recommended that Newton be sent
back to the school at Grantham, ta
prepare for entrance at Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge. At school, Newton
acquired a fair knowledge of Latin,
which was practically the only sub-
ject then taught in English schools ;
he also picked up, without any
assistance, some knowledge of
mathematics and science, and he
read sone logic, which was regarded
as a necessary preparation for the
study ofimathematics.

In 1661, Newton entered Trinity
College, Cambridge, as a subsizar.
During his first year of residence
at the university he attempted ta
read a book on astrology, but could
not understand it on account of the
gcometry and trigonometry. He,
therefore, read in order Euclid's
"Elements of Geometry," Ought-
red's " Clavis " (ie., Oughtred's
key to the mathematics) and Des-
cartes' "Geometrie." Euclid he
found surprisingly easy. The Car-
tesian geometry lie mastered by
himself, though with considerable
difticulty, and it fascinated him sa
nuch that he resolved to devote
hinself to mathematics, rather than
to chemistry, as his serious study.

During his undergraduate career,
Newton made two splendid discov.
eries in mathematics. His first
great discovery was the binomial
theorem, with which every student
of algebra is familiar. His second
great discovery was the method of
fluxions, now known as differential
calculus. The oldest professorship
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of mathematics in Cambridge Uni- made in pure mathematies and in
versity-the Lucasion-was then optics, if he had neyer done any-
recenily founded, and Dr. Isaac thing more, would have been suf.
Barrow, an eminent mathematician ficient to rank him among the
and a very genial old man, was the greatest scientifie men that ever
first Lucasian professor. Newton lived. He took his B. A. degree'in
rendered great assistance to Dr. 1665, and shortly afterwards he was
Barrow in the preparation of his driven from Cambridge by the great
treatise on optics. In the preface, plague. 1-le retired to Woolsthorpe,
Dr. Barrow acknowledges Newton's and the period of his residence in
help, and says that Newton cor the home of his bovhood is crowded
rected many errors and made several with brilliant discoveries.-Since
valuable additions of his own. The andlndustry.
discoveries that Nepeto m aad already

THE GREATNESS 0F ENGLAND.

PROF, WILLIAm DALE, M.A.

HE interest in the developmentof English history and in the
growth of the English charac

ter lies in the fact that England lias
so far best solved the problem of
just government. That she has in
fact done so appears to be proved
by the almost universal consent of
nations. This consent is shown by
the practical adoption of forms of
government and methods of admin-
istration, first wrought out on Eng
lish soils, by all nations which for
the past century have taken their
place in the line of human progress.

The problen presented by Roman
history, is so far the simpler, because
we can trace its historical develop-
ment, until the work of human pro.
gress for which Rome toiled is taken
up by other hands. The English
character and English history pre-
sent harder problenis, because
English history has not yet run its
course. The future is still veiled
from our view.

National character is a very coni
plex product. . Racial elements, the
influence of external events, the
growth of internal institutions, all
combine in determining the final re-
sult. The aim of statesnen in

ancient times was the establishment
of order, the formation, therefore, of
a strong central executive. Rome
ultimately accomplished this, but in
the process exhausted the forces of
the State. But the lesson was not
forgotteil. The idea of a strong
central power was the aim of all
European nations during the middle
ages. How to preserve that power,
what is the source of it, how to
limit it, on what does it ultimately
depend for its continued existence
and efficient working, are the ques-
tions which English history tries to
answer. The final resultant of the
diverse lines of struggle, political
and social (the two factors are never
wholly identical) is at any gîven
epoch, the national character.

The growth and the security of
the liberty of the individual, the
possession by all of an equality of
rights are the special contribution
of the Teutonic people. The struggle
of ideas here implied, the idea of
power and the idea of liberty, has
had a fair field and no favor in Eng-
land alone of European countries.
This is the distinct note of her na-
tionality. Upon the feebly-united
elements of Saxon power was im
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posed the strong Norman executive.
From the Norman conquest the
struggle for freedom began. The
Church was the first leader against
feudal brutality. And it seems as
though the preservation of liberty
was owing to the Church. For al-
though after the compromise on the
Hildebrandic claims, the Church
was generally to be found on the
side of authority and absolutism,
yet in the three great crises of 1215,
1297 and 1688, it found itself on the
side of the national party. To ac-
complish its ends, the Church has
by degrees found that its proper
sphere of influence is, not to give
sanction to despotism, but to influ-
ence conduct, to form character, to
mould the conscience. From the
hands of the Church, the leadership
passed to the baronage. Like the
aristocracies of birth in the ancient
city state, they form in the modern
nation the connecting link between
monarchy and democracy. In Eng.
land the leaders in the struggle for
the constitution and for the limita-
tion of the royal power were the
great feudal land.owners. The
Church through its possession of
land and because its privileges were
open to all, formed a connecting
link between baronage and common
alty. And by what almost seemed
a series of accidents class distinc-
tions were prevented from develop-
ing into legally separate estates.
This fact has contributed most ma
terially to national growth, to the
blend ng of the various elements of
political moment into one national
body. Class distinctions were a
marked feature of mediæval life and
gave to that life much of its pictur-
esqueness. The baron, the knight
of the shire, the yeoman, the tenant.
the villein, the merchant, the trader,
the artisan, were distinct figures in
the picture. But of all the attempts
made to perpetuate .legally the dis

tinctions of society, the personal
summons by writ to the House of
Lords is the only one that remains.
The growth of the comamons as the
preponderating element in the con-
stitution, and the final recognition
of their claim to ultimate sovereign-
ty, are perhaps traceable to three
circumstances: the union in one
house of the representatives of the
counties and the representatives of
the towns ; the holding of the bal-
ance of power between the contend-
ing factions of the baronage;
the gradual acceptance of the
fundamental principle that what con.
cerns all should be treated of by all.
The general utility of the commons,
as a means of raising money, kept
them in existence until, by 1399,
they had claimed and exercised, but
by no means secured, all the powers
which we understand by the liber-
ties of the nation. i3nt the kings
were always restive, and had devised
means by which laws could be
evadedl and money raised without
applying to their faithful commons.
At this juncture, too, the leadership
of the nation passed away from the
baronage. The power of the barons
was destroyed by the War of the
Roses. At the ,same time the force
of the mediæval Church was ex-
hausted. The elements of a new
national life were as 'yet in the
germ. The only force left, around
which the national consciousness
could find a rallying point, was the
power of the crown. Fortunately
for the steady growth of the nation,
the Tudor despots preserved the
.forms of liberty, and preferred to
throw the form of legality over their
arbitrary proceedings. But the
union of temporal and spiritual
supremacy in one hand was a criti-
cal moment: a moment which was
prolonged by threatened danger
from without. With the overthrow
of Spanish power by the defeat of
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the Armada and the rise of Holland,
England awoke as it were from a
dreadful nightmare, and found that
her sleep, disturbed though it hàd
been,hadgiven her a giant's strength.
The Stuarts atoned for the sins of
the Tudors.

The leadership of the nation
passed into the hands of the com
mons. The Reformation had made
of England a new nation. The
nobility, the natural leaders of the
nation, from whose.feeble grasp the
sceptre was falling, was attached to
the cause of Reforn by the gift of
Church lands. Henceforth the strug-
gle for political freedom was com-
bined with that for religious free-
dom. Puritanism led the forces in
the strife : was for a time victoriqus,
and then failed-necessarily failed,
just as the Hildebrandine theory
had failed-as a political force. But
henceforward Puritanisn formed
the basis of all that is best in the
British character : a living influence
moulding social and political life.

Justice and humanity are the
marks of the modern democracy, at
least of the Anglo-Saxon type. It
has other more questionable marks,
lest we should boast ourselves of
perfection, lest we should forgét.
Even jealous France speaks of
Anglo-Saxon superiority and of
British greatness. Is it then pos
sible to give any answer as to the
cause of that greatness ? We can

see the germs of freedom n the
Saxon invaders planted in home-
steads all over the land. We may
in fancy trace their slow growth
during the agesof Norman despotism
and Plantagenet power. We can
follow definitely the long struggle of
five centuries, which gave to Eng-
lishmen a political character and a
political training which are unique.
We can watch the blending of the
principles of the Reformation with
the national character. We mav
mourn over the rash attempt made
to stop the national dêvelopment,
and lament the consequent rending
in twain of the Anglo-Saxon people.
We may boast that the blessings of
freedom and justice have been con-
ferred upon millions, whô otherwise
would never have enjoyed* them.
But who can find out the reasons
for these things ? The first English
freeholders had -no title deeds to
their lands. The British Constitu-
tion is unwritten. The Britisli char-
acter is the result of British history.
British history is a long struggle for
what is just and right. And the
British people, like the Roman
people, in this respect, believe that
the struggle has been guided by the
hand of Providence, and maintained
by tenacity of purpose and an his-
toric consciousness which refuses to
break with the past.-The AfcMaster
Monthy.

LIQUID HYDROGEN.

W HAT may be called the sister amount produced was about two
discovery to that of lique- fluid ounces. This rare liquid was
fying air is the reduction of found to boil at 4320 F. below zero,

hydrogen to the state of a liquid. which is the nearest approach ever
This has at last been succesEfully made to the absolute zero of the
performed by Prefessor Dewar, of thermometer scale.
the Royal Institute, London. The
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el SOME DIFFICULTIES IN DISCIPLINE.IN these days of large classes one
of the most pressing problems
of discipline is : How to keep

a class together as an organic whole,
at the same time that each indi
vidual is kept busy. Even in large
schools where there is careful classi-
fication the difficulty is felt by ex-
perienced teachers. In smaller
schools and less happy conditions
(where the novice usually has to be
gin his career) the inexperienced
teacher often feels lie is a hopelessly
poor disciplinarian ; whereas it 1s
often a mere matter of solving this
single problem. After all, good dis-
cipline is of a slow and gradual
growth, and very often the results of
the so called " born disciplinarian "
are by no means so good or so per-
manent as those of a teacher who
lias built up rationally his own pow-
ers. A great writer on education
has said that the fountain of disci-
pline is the will of the pupil, and
that obedience and attention must
be active ; if mechanical, they be-
come a sort of disobedience and
inattention, finally degenerating into
servility, the very opposite pole to
true discipline. This is probably the
reason of our dissatisfacti.on with
the result of Board-school educa-
tion ; it is not so much a question of
this or that subject that has been
tauglit or neglected, but it is the
discontented, sulky, even idie habits
engendered by the military govern-
ment of huge classes. -

I. The most important point to
hear in mind is the distinction between
amusing a dass and interesting it. An
old teacher vill often say: " Inter-
est can be over-done; I don't believe
in too much of it." Reason and ex-
perience both show that this is false.
interest can never be over-done.
But amusement can be, and very of-
len is; and it must be admitted that

training colleges are responsible for
a great deal of evil in this respect.
One of the leading teachers in Eng-
land overlooked this point in an
" Essay on Stimulus " written some
years ago. He advocated the use
of bright and entertaining sentences
for analysis or translation, in pre-
ference to the dull old exercises once
in vogue. This is well ; but it must
be continually emphasized that an
interest in the subject of an exercise
is not an interest in translating
it from one language to another.
So subtle is this distinction at
times that many brilliant teachers,
who can always command the atten-
tion of their class, are surprised at
the poor progress in the subject.
The boys' minds have been busy
and cheerful indeed, and never
bored, but they have not been busy
over the essential things For this
reason brilliant teachers are in some
cases more larmful than the incom-
petent who cannot hold the class
together at all ; for the mischief
done bi the former is not so easily
apparent. As a test, then, of one's
work, it is always better to ask, not
only: " Have my pupils been
thoroughly interested and hard at
work all the lesson ? " but also:
I" In what have they been inter-
ested"? And let us measure our
progress more by the qualit than
the quantity ; and the quality is
to be measured by the resultant
activity of the pupils. Another point
is to be noted in this connection ;
although the interest awakened in a
subject can never be too great, it
can begiven too lavishlyandtoosoon.
Interest should rather be a graduai
acquisition of the pupil than the
gift of the teacher, and Arnold's
rule, never to give a piece of infor-
mation till the class had earned
it, although often impracticable, is
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very sound in principle. Some tea. short time that can be devoted to
chers have a feverish desire to pick the reading lesson ought ta be spent
out all the most interesting parts of in an endeavour to render as
a subject, and in so doing they are well as possible pieces of dis-
in danger of producing a kind of tinct literary ment. Interest
mental dissipation in their class, as in the subject of the piece
if one should spend his time in read- viii doubtiess be aroused, but aniy
ing only the Review o/Reviews. The the interest in the actual rendering
self-restrained patient teacher willof it shauid be counted unto the
get a far more permanent interest teacher for righteausness. The aid-
aroused, although it may not bear fashioned book of extracts had rany
full fruit until his pupils are remov- points ta recammend it; the fauit
ed from his influence. How far iay in the sense of unreaiity that
more permanently interesting, for always attends an extract, divorced
instance, is it to feel the difficulty of from its context and often reaning-
the character of Harmet after read- iess in consequence. On the other
ing and re reading the play than to hand, again, the whoie of a standard
have the opinions of many commen work wauid fot affard sufficient
tators served up in a bright dis- variety. This difficulty could be
course ! In order to illustrateithe easiiy saived if the fetish notion that
distinction between interesting and ever pupil must be provided vith a
merely amusing a class, no subject copy were broken down.
in the curriculum is more appropri- The foliowing experiment vas
ate than reading-th2t bête noire of once tried in a class of girls, and by
the weak disciplinarian. Teachers its means an haur of baredam ta the
are always trying to discover good pupils and nuisery ta the teacher
reading-baoks, and publishers trying jwas rendered one of the pleasan testt meet the demand by fresh depar- in the week. Ea b td to
turers, miany af ther entirety mis- coe ta the next lesson with a book
taken from an educationaa point ef of her awn chousing (fram the home
view.- The numbers of histawical or the school ibrary) prepared to
and geagrapical readeits are a strik- read a passage of it ta her fellows.
ing instance of the futile attempt ta The choice was to be kept a secret
do twa things at once. The aid idea tili the appinted hour, when one
of cambining penmanship and mar- by one he girls stod up and read
ality only raises a smile naw ; but their pieces, whi e the others lis-
the confusion of aim in a geagraphic- tened criticaly in order ta vote an
ai reader is no less ludicrus. pt the best at the end. Pathos and
must be admitted, hawever, that fun falawed ane another quaintly,
the choice of a reader is a difficulty. and ail were eager ta hear, sa that
If tao heavy and abstruse, there is any inaudsbility or indistinctness
little opprtunity for the pupils' ex- was quickly pulled up the cass.
ercise in intelligent expression; on The teacher, indeed, had litte tr
the other hand, if toh easy and in do but ta look an, lioit the time
teresting, there is a hurry ta get an and jot dwn critical notes. it
ta see what cames next. Consider- need hardly be said that thc cm-
ing.the enornaus output of stary- petition became fo keen that the
books for children in the present pieces were thoroughly practised
day, there seems na need vhatever befarehand in private, tao the im-
ta foster the taste far mere tales mense advantage af the pupil. The
during school haurs. The very vting was managed by each pupil
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assigning marks to each reader in eg., simplification of fractions is
turn. These were quiccly added at a good opportunity for the neat
the end, and the order of merit pupil to shine forth as an exanple.
was announced. After this, the The quick, inaccurate vorker should
teacher gave a short criticism of' be nade to do his example by two,
each reader, and a general criticism or even three, different methods.
on the votes of the class, pointing Impatient at first, he will gradually
out her reasons for agreement or becone interested in making his
disagreement. Thus each member answers correspond, and this wil
of the class was busy during the prove a greater spur to accuracy
whole lesson, and busy on the right than being merely told that the
points. One incidental advantage'answer is wrong and the example
may be mentioned, that the pupils must be redone. It may be objected
saw the real book from wvhich the that a second method is often
extract was read, very often in a far clumsy, as, for instance, when atî
more attractive edition than would addition of decimals is to be ciecked
be possible in a school book. by- adding the vulgar fractions; but

I1. Another general principle to the apparent waste of time is fully
bear in mid is that te varbous compensated by the trainine in accu-
enthusiasmns 1ying do-ant in a class ol racy, for it is assufed that the boy
ckildren ray be ud/bized. After a is already quick enough, and the
littie observation it will be noticed boy is of far more importance thian
that one pupil revels in excessive the exam pe; though, to judge by
ntatness, another in gettng through mta.ny a teacher's procedure, one
a large amount of work in a given would liardly suppose so.
time, another in showing smebody II1 . The lunction of competition as
else how to do it, another in short- an aid to discipline is another
ening his labor by varbous devices. leading point to be considered.
Each of these virtues is usually Roughly speaking, competition does
alllied to a complementary vice- no harm if used only for sheer rout-
the neat one is slow, the quick one ie work, in which it is almost
inaccurate, and sa on. Instead of impossible ta awaken a rational in--
filhting the vices, it is often more terest. An enormous amounit of
profitable to cal attention to the epporiternwor in language-teachig
virtues, as opportunity arises, in cornes under this head, where it is
order that the whole class may be certainly true that trepetition is
Ieavened by thed. For instance, the teacher's sheet-anchor." But no
in the upthill work of giving a class subject is quitc exempt from this
a thorough mastery of a rule in burdensome duty, su distasteful to
arithmetic, certain definite ideals the brilliant teacher. Marks are by
should be put before them, and no no means necessary for competition;
one should consider that he knew but whre they are fot employed
the rule tilt each ideal s fulfilled. the teacher's utmost ingenuity is
To be qui ck, to use the best methods, 'requi red to keep the work alive.
ta be neat in work, to be 0 clear as Tie Jesuits were specially clever in
to the why and wherefore that you this direction, and their methods
could expiai it to the first man in are well worth attention. Their
tle street, ta be absolutely accurate class-matches, for instance, where
-these are the points for a class ta the pupils vere divided into sides
aimI at. Certain lessons are appro- Iand challenged one another, are ot
pi iate for emphasizing certain ideals, so difficut to manage as they sourd
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by the description; for the class old fetish order of noun, adjective,
thoroughly enjoys it, and enters pronoun, etc., can be entirely dis-
heartily into the orderly arrange- carded. If one pupil lias never
ment of details, and a pupil will done his adjectives, let him, never
learn his lesson to save his side theless, plunge into the pronouns
from defeat much more readily than with the rest. The boy who is far
to save himself from detention. The ahead of the others is harder to deal
choice of leaders and sides need not with than the one who is behmd.
take place every lesson, but may If he is obliged to work by himself
hold for half a term, and even then for the greater part of the lesson, a
need not be arranged in actual pleasant change for everyone can
schcol hours ; so that very little loss be made by putting him up to be
of time is occasioned. questioned in turn by ail the others;

When the pupils are widely varied they will be glad to humble hlm,
in capacity, or at widely different and he vill endeavor to stand the
stages in a subject, the common fire vith easy nonchalance. \ork
refuge is a subdivision. But sub at a map in geography affords a
divisions are always the mark of a good opportunity for this device.
young teacher who is anxious to As for the inevitable group of back-
suit everyone : a case has been ward pupils, r2petition of verbs, etc.,
known of a class of five pupils in should often be doue together by
Frencli, in three division:. An ex. te whole class for their benefit,
perienced teacher never makes a the mere volume of sound being very
division in a class if he can possibly helpful to the weak nemories. A
avoid it ; for he knows that it iiieans point often overlooked vih regard
direct loss of time, loss of the to the backward is that they should
"sympathy of numbers," confusion frequently be allowed to join in the
in setting preparation .work, and chorus, or answer single questions
distraction to everyone in the room vith their books open before them.
owing to the varied work going on. It is far better that they should do
With very rare exceptions, the class this than give vrong or muddled
can be made to work together some ansvers; of cou-se the rest of tle
how; there will be a loss, no doubt, class will see the reason of this and
to a few pupils, but not the loss tolerate it easily.-The Edacationai
equal to that caused by a sub 1imes.
division. In langage-teacliing,, the

Every boy born into the world is nowhere, and froni the ascending
should be put in the wvay of main- steps of which the horizon of know-
taining hiniseIf in honest indepen- hedge perpetually enlarges.- A.
dence. There are but three ways Froude.
of living-by orkinr b see caor by stealing. Every productive The i madech putan il ubca use
occupation which adds anything to tuetionced in tn alutah
the capital of mankind, if followedsupdvthPao-we/
assiduously, with a desire to under- Teach the children how to read,
stand everything connectedwith it, and what to read, and give then a
is an ascending stair whose suminit love for reading.
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TEACHING MANUAL TRAINING.

"TECHNICAL ELEMENTS vs. USEFUL OBJEcTS," a DISCUSSION by R. M.
SMITH, SUPERVISOR Of MANUAL TRAJNING,

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

G ENERAL education consists nical instruction. These have no
in the rational culture of the other end in view than the trade ap.
vhole humàn being-that is prenticeship and the studv of the

to say, of the moral, intellectual and secrets of a profession. Jgnoring
physical inclinations of the child. the ieds of the elemeutary school,
In the majority of cases the general they neglect the educative side of
education of the elementary school the work, and likewise the service
will be the only guide for the future; which it can render tu general in-
in our circumstances it ought to struction.
serve as the base upon which to The second is called the method
build the special education. It is, of useful objects, in which the child
then, important that the teacher completes son-e objects. The sys.
give the necessary care simultane tem, instead of having pupils make
ously to all the inclinations of the some elements without an immedi-
child. All the education given at ate end, bas them prepare the differ-
the elementary school having in view ent parts of an object so that they
the general education of the child, may be joined together and from an
it follows that all instruction which object which can be utilized. This
does not propose this result, and series of objects ought to be graded
which tends to specialize, becomes in such a way that the pupils may fa-
prejudicial to the general develop- miliarize themselves easily with the
ment. It is, then, evident that the handling of different tools, accustom
method which ought to be employed themselves to the different Opera-
for the teaching of manual training tions and may be sufflciently initiat-
ought to favor the general education, ed into the secrets of the different
and not look to preparation for any combinations.
special trade. This is an anaiytic and synthetic

Two very distinct methods are method. The object is first decom-
employed for the manipulation in posed, then the different parts of
wood. The first, which we may cal] vhich it is formed are made and
the method of technical elements, united to form the synthesis of the
consists, as its name implies, of de- object. This method bas originated,
tached elements of nearly uniform fot in the workshop, but in the fami.
size, each one designed to initiate ly and the schooi. Its end is fot to
the child into one particular opera make workmen for any determîned
tion. This is an analytic system trade, but to prepare the pupils for
which prepares the different parts of study of any trade, to render easier
an object, but without immediately the apprenticeship of the manual
contributing to the object we have occupatioi chosen later, to develope
in view. The children apply to each a general dexterity and to contribute
element a special operation of saw- to the work of education and instruc-
ing, planing, fitting, etc. This meth- tion which is the double object of
od belongs to the workshop, and its the school.
authors are mechanics or particular A school method possesses a value
individuals who propose only tech- more or less great according as it
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conforms more or less to the princi formity gives rise to weariness. The
ples of education. Of two processes me hod of useful objects presents,
employed for the same branch of on the other hand, a great variety.
study, it is necessary to choose that Instruction ought to present some
which satisfies the grea'er number interest in its result. Variety of oc-
of the principles of education. It it, cupation renews the efforts but the
then, useful to examine which of the interest which the results present
two methods answers best the re can alone sustain an interest in the
quirements of a sound education. work.

Instruction ought to be varied. All The branches of study which by
the processes of modern education themselves present some attraction
ire based on this proposition, the are very rare. Thestudies of draw-
truth of which nray be demonstrated ing and singing, as well as the les-
by an attentive observation of hu. son in history, are of this number.
man nature. The mind of the child The child likes drawing, which
not being capable of prolonged ap makes it easy for him to copy ob
plication to the same object, the jects within his reach, permits him
teacher sees himself under an obliga- to give his sketches a less awkward
tion to vary his lessons as much as shape and enables him to obtain
possible. The younger the pupils some result d stined often go afford
are, the more does he vary them. some satisfaction to his parents.

But the succession of the lessons He devotes himself with-pleasure
ought not to be left to hazard. For to singing, because the modulation
as change 'f exercise becomes really of his voice and the words which
profitable and can serve for relaxa- he sings awaken his sensibility and,
tion after the accomplished efforts, it likewise, enable him to afford pleas-
is important to arrange the employ- ure to the persons whom he loves.
ment of the time in such a manner He hears and reads with delight a
that an easy exercise succeeds a dif story from history because his curi-
ficult one, that a lesson demanding osity is satisfied, and because it
an intense application of the mind pleases him to recount the facts
may be foliowed by a lesson less ab which have awakened his imagina.
sorbing. To establish the distribu tion. As to the other branches
t½n, the teacher has only to remem- taught in school-arithmetic, gram.
bt.r the following educational maxim: mar, writing, etc.-the child finds
" The morc two exercises differ from less pleasure in them, and the
each other, the more will they serve teacher, in arder ta obtain sufficient
to relieve each other." To avoid application ta those tessons, finds
weariness, variety is necessary not himself abliged ta add ta them an
only in the succession of the differ- artificial interest, consisting in the
ent lessons, but it is essential to allurement ai good marks, 0' flatter-
avoid monotony in the teaching of ing reports sent ta his parents. The
the same lesson. This remark, true satisfaction which the chitd meets
of education in general, is applicaNle with in school rewards replaces only
to the lessons in manual training. t a limited extent the intrinsie at-
The method which admits of the tractian which the exercises lack,
greatest variety in its exercises sustains his efforts and imposes a
ought necessarity ta be preierred. restraint an his habituai petulancy.
The technical elements are atmost Manual training niay present a
ail af the sanie form, and differ only certain interest by itsel, or b en-
in being- differently miade. This uni- tirely devoid of interest according
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t ) the method emiployed. In the
methcd of technical elements, the
results destined to be destroyed, to
be placed in some case or hung
against a wall, render necessary the
means of artificial emulation. In
some schools, good marks are given
in order to sustain the application ;
in others, after several exercises
well done, the pupils are permitted
to make an object of common use
and to dispose of it as they think
best. They thus do justice to the
method of useful objects.

We must proceed in the same
way with instruction in manual
training, by hmiting the preparatory
exercises to the needful limits, and
by allowing the children to put to
profit, as soon as possible, the no
tions already acquired, by applying
this elementary knowledge to the
naking of small, simple objects as

soon as they know the handling of
the necessary tools.

To keep the pupils too long a
time at the preparatory exercises is
to expose them to inevitable dis-
couragement. The method of tech-
nical elements prescribes only
simple exercises. The child never
lias the opportunity of applying
them to a complete whole. *The
same does not apply to the method
of useful objects.

The child feels the desire to seek
for an imme'.'ate result. When we
look at children who give them-
selves up to play during recess, we
see they act with a vivacity, an
ardor, which they do not bring to
the lessons of the classroom, because
of the need of refreshing themselves
after the fatigues of a sedentary
study; from the necessity of moving
the body, from the instinct to favor
the work of nutrition, and of the
molecular changes so active at that
age. But when, in addition, we
analyze the nature of the ganes
which they organize opontaneously,

we perceive very quickly that they
always propose a result. Their
movements are not thoughtless, like
the unruly capers of a colt just
escaped from the stall. If, after a
confining lesson, they appear to
run and leap without end or aim,
these gambols are quite momentary,
and are quickly replaced by some
combinations more or less ingenions.
There is not a single game con-
menced that has Pot in view an
immedir.te result. It is the quick-
ness of execution that gives to chil-
dren activity, courage and the per-
severance- necessary to endure
fatigue, often out of all proportion
to their frail natures and the mobility
of their minds. The hope of this
immediate result forms a powerful
motive • it produces that psycholo-
gical strength which is capable of
surmounting all difficulties.

These remarks furnish us vith
the proof of the enthusiasm which
a child brings to his work when he
foresees that an agreeable result
will follow close upon his efforts.
It is necessary also that the work
should present to him the allurement
of a pleasure. To have him execute
in the workshop some work which
does not present an immediate re-
sult, is to put the child to do some-
thing which is not interesting to
hin. It does not seem to me that
the possession of a bare board, the
tracing of some lines with pencil,
or the changing of its form with the
saw, the plane, the gouge or the
chisel, presents an interesting result.
To allow the pupil, by way of re-
ward, to show to his parents the
little board, transformed in this
way, is often to render him liable to
see his work appreciated in a
thoughtless and superficial manner,
sometimes w th indifference and
an injurious irony-circumstances
which are produced but rarely with
the method of useful objects.
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I would add that hanging the
transformed elements on the walls
of the classroom or preserving them
with care in a cupboard or case
does not appear to me a measure
capable of exciting a very lively
joy in the little workman; he world
always prefer to benefit by the fruit
of his labor. The method of techni-
cal elements does not lead to any
immediate result. The exercises
will only find a practical application
when the pupil is an apprentice;
but will he ever be that ? In the.
method of useful objects, on the
other hand, the enthusiasni of the
child always finds itself sustained
by the prospect of a real and
tangible result obtained in a short
time.

The child experiences great satis-
faction when he meets with the
reward of his work in the work
itself. It is recognized that the
child is greatly encouraged in work-
ing at an object which, after com-
pletion, may serve for a particular
use. The choice of these objects
must not be made indifferently. It
is essential that the rest:lts pre-
sent a practical utility, either for
the pupil himself or for his
parents, or for some persons
who are dear to him. The import-
anz of this proposition does not
require proof. When che pupil can
say during his work, " The object
which I am making will be my
property, can render me service
under such and such circumstances,
or will be a pleasure to my parents,"
he finds in this thought a new emu-
lation, and brings to his work all
the attention, all the care, all the
precision of which he is capable.
Let us place beside this child a fel-
low pupil occupied with a piece of
work destined, after its completion,
to be destroyed, or to find a place
on the walls of the classroom, it is
evident that there will bc a very

great difference between tl·e stimu-
lants of the two. We should see, on
the one hand, an enthusiasm with-
out the least falling off ; on the
other, a carelessness which it would
be necessary to shake off from time
to time by the allurement of good
marks, or the promise of rewards in
the future. Is it not very much
more logical to give as a reward the
result of the work, that is to say, the
object which has been made in a
satisfactory manner? Why should
we look for artificial means of emu-
lation when we can find them in the
work itself ?

The method of technical eleinents
does not produce any finished ob-
ject ; the teacher finds that the same
resuits do not act as stimulants to
the child. In the method of useful
objects, each model, well executed,
will be a reward.

The instruction in manua. training
ought to develop the ne:al senti-
ments of the pupils. The teacher
can use the instruc icn in manual
training to develop in his pupils, in
a practical manner, the sentiment
of filial love. The objects made at
the school can serve for the personal
use of the chiid or of his parents.
Who among those who have lived
in the nidst of children does not
know that thtir first attempts-the
first efforts-have for their principal
motive the desire of pleasing their
father, of obtaining a smile from
their mother, of receiving praise
from their teacher ? Who has not
scen these children blush when the
teacher addressed to them a word
more affectionate than ordinary, or
depart radiant from the classroom
when they had the happiness to
carry to their homes an evidence of
haviig given general satisfaction ?
Without doubt, they had a little
pride in their joy--as much, perh.ps,
as the hope of a reward of an order
less exalted ; but they had this
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thought, particularly - that their'own neans ofren enough. We do
father and mother were going to be fot allow them ta fly enough with
pleased. This is what may be called their own wings.
emulation by means of affection. The vork, wisely prepared by the
And very fortunate or very blamable teacher, and based on spontaneity,
will be the teacher who does not invent:,n and creation, vill contract
exert all his pains to entertain this in the child the habit of personal
sentiment, so delicate, so pure, and endeavor, will rive him an under-
to take as his first assistant in hic standing of the combinations and of
task these sentiments of filial ten the means of investigation necessary
derness. to arrive at a result. The teacher,

The good marks and the inscrip by interesting the child in his work,
tions on the honor rolt draw their cill give him the power of sur-
principal value from the importance mounting obstacles, will give to him
which the parents attach to then. the desire of enduring fatigue. By
Lt is easy to understaid [lie satisfac sely directng the natural bent of
tion that the mother shows in using the mind, h-2 wilI inspire in his pupil
a little bench made by her son, in an intimate pleasure, a sincere joy
cultivating some flowers in a box in vanquish,'ng the difficulties and
niude by him; it is easy to imagine arriving by himself at the end ahich

vith what are she vili arrange her lie proposes.
toilet articles in a box w5th com- T .sk of the teacher charged
partments which has benpresented withtheteaching of nanual traiing
to her by one of her ldren. By is the saie sit is necessary that lic
means of the method of useful ob suit the operations to the capacity
jects the child can give evidence of of his pupils; that e give some
his hankfulne s to his parents, and advice; that he make them find out,
also toward persons toward whom by means of the ides already ac-
lie hascontracted any obligatinns. qured, the secret of overcoming dif-
He thus puts in practice an import fiulties; that e avoid going at baz-
ant princip e of moral instruction. ard, of presenting models bady
The child finds a real happiness in graded or inclding too difficut ex-
the success of his personal efforts. ercises; that ie proceed, in a word,
This principle las given birth to in a logcal manner to help the pupil
tHe Froebel method, jusly appre in lis dusire ta give satisfaction by
ciated in ail counties. To encourage is persotai efforts. Te dhuld las
the child by ti success of spon no encouragement rahen working on
taneous combinations, or whicli ap- somne detachiýd elements which do
pear succ to him; ta aid is personal not lead to any combination. Hav-
efforts; t give him at tie saie ing nothing ta take ta pieces and
time thr power to say, uThis is my build up agai, he cannot find the
wor ld "; to develop his i odividuality, defo sion of ersonal action.
hiis personality, lis initiative-sudh In conclusion, let me say that if
ougst ta be tin thougt, tle motive the foundation on whach panual
of the educator; because he must training is based be not solid and
know that toa limnited a share among secure; if it be not established on
us is eft for t free expansion of tlie fundamental principles of edu
tlie individual character, of ihe ton, day of prominence nust be
geniai spirit of tie child. We cast short-ived.
our pupis much tn Lhe same mould. Since, ten, o much is epected

ne do not allow them to use their from its introduction, or, raer, re-
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introduction (for the subject is not as educators, to give the matter our
so new as at the fix.,t blush we are, most serious consideration.-The
so apt to suppose), it behooves us, Intelligence.

COMMERCIAL EDJCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

A VALUABLE memorandum to 162, and the number of students
prepared by the United States to 27,146.
Commissioner of Education The demand for stenographers

for the British Embassy at Wash- and type-writers caused the rapid
ington, and appended to the recent growth attendance upon these
report to the Foreign Office on schools. Amanuensis courses were
Commercial Education in the United offered in nearly ail of th&m, and
States, deals in an iLteresting man students obtained diplomas or certi-
ner with the progress, during the ficates of graduation in from two to
last half century, of the methods six months in some of them. Very
adopted in the various States for few of these schools had courses of
providing an education suitable for study extending over more than one
those who intend to make commerce year.
their life's work I 1890 the number of business

Commercial or business colleges, schools vas 263, with 78,920 stu-
so.called, had their beginning in the dents. The high.water mark was
United States more than fifty years reached in 1894, when Si8 of these
ago. At least oae institution of this schools reported, with an enrolment
class now in existence was estab- Of 115,748 students. Since that time
lished in 184o. For many years the there las been.a steady decline in
branches taught in these business the number of schools and a rapid
schools were substantially limited decrease in the number of students.
to book-keeping, arithmetic in which For the year 1898 there were oDly
prominence was given to percentage 337 commercial or busines schools
and commercial calculations, pen- reporting to the Bureau of Educa-
manship, and business forms. Later, tion, and the number of students
stenography and type-writing were vas only 70,950. This decrease is

'ded. For twenty years or more attr-buted parriy to the business de-
tnese private schools made but slow •pression of te past few years, and
progress, partly because the training partly to the fact that so many pub.
offered in these branches was not lic high schools, as velI as many
superior to that which could be private colleges and academies, have
obtain.ed by their study in many of established commercial courses in
the c..>lleges and private academies many respacts superior to those

In 1870 the Commissioner of Edu- offered by a majority of the business
cation at Washington received re- colleges.
ports from twenty-six business col-
leges, although there must have
been a larger number then in exist- Lt las been long admitted among
ence. These twrenty-six schools had leading business men that those pre-
5,824 students. In i88o the number paring for business careers should
of schools reporting had increased have the opportunity of a commet-

NO. 504. Niscehoaneous SAeies, c8.
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ciai education higher and broader structed upon the plan suggested by
than that given by even the best the founder extends over four years,
of the so-called business colleges. and is oie of the regular college
About ten years ago the American courses leading to the degree of
Bankers' Association began to direct Bachelor of Science and Economics.
the attention of educators and the In 1897-98 there were eighty-seven
public to the need of a more ade students in this school. Besides
quate.professional training for young many subjects usually included in
men preparing for business life. A higher education, particularly cer-
committee was appointed to find tain branches dealing with political
out what was being done in this and social problems, the course in.
direction in the institutions for cludes the following topics which
higher education in the United relate to commerce: Accourting,
States. It was found that the physical and economic geography,
Wharton School of Finance and practical economic problems, al-
Economy of the University of Penn- gebra, German, business law,money
sylvania was the only institution and banking, business practice,
offering a course of study of a grade theory and geography of commerce,
comparable with the regular col- pohtical economy, economic history,
legiate course, and specialising those history of law and legal concepts,
subjects most important to thorough local and municipal institutions,
training for business and citizenship. public finance and transport.
At the request of this committee,
Dr. Edmund J. James, then profes- UNvERSITY 0F CALIFORNIA.
sor in the Wharton school, was in The Board of Regents of the Up:
vited to visit the leading educational versity of California on January
centres of Europe, examine their 15 th, 1898, decided to establish a
best commercial schools,and present college of commerce in that institu-
a report' upon the subject. Prof. tion. The college was formally
James presented his report to the opened at the beginning of the last
American Bankers' Association in term of the saine year. The four
1893. years' course is parallel with the

The agitation begun by the Ameri- curricula of the college of general
can Bankers' Association has re- culture, about one-half of the sub-
sulted in the establishment of coin jects studied being prescribed in
mercial departments in at least two these colleges. The subjects making
universities, those of California and up the other half of the fundamental
Chicago, the improvement of busi- course are selected from a broad
ness courses in a number of col- field covering philosophical, legal
leges, and the organization of such political, historical, economic, geo-
courses in other colleges, and in graphical, technological, and mathe
many publ'c and private high matical studies. It is stated that
schools and academies. " this college is intended to afford

THE WHARTON SCHoOL. an opportunity for the scientific
study of commerce in all of its rela-

The Wharton Scliool, founded in tions and for the higher education
1881, was' the first institution in the of business men, and of the higher
United States to offer a thorough officers of the civil service." Be-
professional education to young nen sides the fundamental courses the
contemplating business careers. The new college offers a large number of
course in finance and economy con- special courses, and the student may
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arrange his studies with special cially relating to commerce: Rail-
reference to the future work, the way transport, comparative railway
different subjects being more or less legislation, financial history of the
closely related to commerce. United States, money and practical

economics, banking, processes of
1 leading industries, tariff history of

The next great institution in this
country to recognize the importance
of the higher business training and
to make liberal provision for it is
the University of Chicago. The
College of Commerce and Politics
opened its doors at the beginning of
the last summer quarter. President
Harper, in his twenty-fifth quarterly
statement, presented on October
1st, 1898, says: " It is with feeling
of great satisfaction that I may an-
nounce the inauguration during the
past quarter of the College of Cbm
merce and Politics. It will be re-
membered that the undergraduate
work of the University was organ-
ized in three colleges, the College of
Arts, the College of .Literature, and
the College of Science, each college
taking its name from the groups of
subjects upon which special em-
phasis was laid. When it was first
proposed by Head Professor Laugh-
lin that the University should or-
ganize work in a line of subjects
dealing more closely with the great
fields of commerce and politics, it
was still a question whether that
work should take the form of a pro-
fessional school or be organized as
regular college work. After long
debate in the faculties and senate of
the University it was decided that
the work should be organized as a
college and administered as such
Herein lies the great difference be-
tween the work as thus presented in
the University of Chicago and cer-
tain work of perhaps a similar char-
acter undertaken elsewhere."

The required course in com-
merce includes, besides the general
branches usually taught in higher
education, the following topics spe

the United States, insurance.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC
COLLEGES.

Of the 172 colleges providing
commercial or business courses all
are private institutions except
eleven. Of the eleven, two are sup-
ported wholly by the States in which
they are located, the nine being
agricultural and mechanical col-
leges, supported by funds from the
general Government, supplemented
in some instances by State funds.
The eleven public institutions offer
ing commercial coursesor providing
for certain commercial studies are
the University o? the State of Mis-
souri, West Virginia University,
Colorado State Agricultural Col-
lege, University of South Dakota,
South Dakota Agricultural College,
Florida Agricultural College, Ne-
vada State University, Montana
State Co lege, University of Ari-
zona, New Mexico College, and
North Georgia Agricultural College.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN PRIVATE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

O the nearly 2,000 private high
schools and academies reporting to
the Commissioner for 1897 98, there
were 742, with [4,180 students in
commercial and business courses.
In the 742 schools there were oniy
forty reporting as many as thirty
students each in commercial courses.
References to the courses of study
in a few of these schools will give a
general idea of the work being done
in the direction of commercial edu-
cation by the private secondary
schools of the United States.

The Thornton Academy at Saco,
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Maine, offers a business course ex-
tending over four years parallel with
the regular courses. It includes,
besides the usual secondary studies,
business arithmetic, penmanship,
bookkeeping, business forms, phy-
sics, physical geography.

The commercial course in Calvert
Hall, Baltimore, Maryland, may ex-
tend over one or two years. It in
cludes commercial correspondence,
commercial arithmetic, bookkeep
ing, banking, phonography, type-
writing, modern languages and
drawing.

The business course in the Went-
worth Military Academy extends
over five years parallel to the classi
cal course. It omits Latin and
modern foreign languages, substi-
tuting for then commercial arithme-
tic, drawing, bookkeeping, business
forms and correspondence, coin
mercial law, civil government, ste
nography, etc.

The commercial course in the
Pawnee City Academy includes
most of te studies usually taught
in the first and second years of the
course of secondary studies, together
with bookkeeping, commercial arith-
netic and commercial law.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC
IlIGI SCIOOLS

There were 5.26-> public high
;chools reporting to the Bureau of
Education for the year 1897 98.
There were 1,037 of _these schools,
having a total of 32, 3 14 students, in
the commercial or business course
of study The business course in
the greater number of these schools
does not differ widely from the busi-
ness course in the private secondary
'chools already mentioned. In
many of these schools the last year
of the course is devoted largely to
commercial studies, while in many
others sucli studies are distributed
through the whole course of four

years. Of the 10,37 public high
schools mentioned, there are only
139 having fifty or more commercial
students each.

BUSINESS HIGH SCHooL, WASHING-
TON.

For years, Washington has en-
joyed the distinction of having the
only business high school in the
United States connected with a city
system of schools, and wholly sup.
ported by public funds. The Busi-
ness High School was established
in 1890, although the Central High
School had had a business depart-
ment since 1882. The report of the
Business High School for 1890-91
shows that 310 students (16o males
and 150 females) were enrolled the
first year, and that the school had
nine teachers. The school has had
a steady growth to the present time.
The report for 1897-98 shows an.en-
rolment of 6o1. There were eighty-
nine graduates, the largest number
for any year since the school was
established. The number of teach-
ers employed is twenty. The aver-
age age of the student entering is
16.7 years. The requirements for
admission are the same as for the
other high schools of the city, and
pre-suppose the completion of the
eighth year course of the elementary
schools The course of study for
the Business High Schools is as
follows:

First year: English grammar and
literature, business arithmetic, book-
keeping, penmanship, shorthand,
typewriting or mechanical drawing.

Second year: Englis'i grammar
and liteiature, bookkeeping and
business practice, commercial law
and commercial geography, short-
hand, typewriting, advanced me-
chanical drawing (op ional).

FURTHER EXAMPLES.

The commercial course of study
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for the high schools of Boston jthe saine general lines as those
adopted by the Schon Committee, given, and no particular advantage
September 24 th, 1897, extends is gained by multiplying examples.
througli tWo years, and in addition
to the secondary branches usually THE COST OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

taught, includes the following, It is difficult to obtain an accurate
specially relating to commerce: estimate ot the cost of commercial
Penmanship and commercial forms, education in the public high schoole,
commercial arithmetic, bookkeep the separate cost of the schools
ing, phonography and iypewriting, themselves not being reported except
elements of mercantile law, com fin a few instances. Where these
mercial geography. schools belong to city systems of

The course of study for the De public schools the cost is included
partrnent of Commerce in the Cen- in the general financial statement
tral High School of Philadelphia f lie system. It may be stated, in
covers four years, and in addition general, that the cost per pupil is
to the secondary branches usually from 50 to 100 per cent. greater in
taught, includes the following, spect the high schools than in the ele-
ally relating to commerce : Penman- mentary schools. In the city of
ship and business forms, physiqal lWashirgton the cos- per pupil in the
geography, commercial arithmetic, first four grades of the elementary
commercial geography, bookkeeping, schools, estimated on average en-
stenography, typewriting, office prac rolment, was $12 42 for 1897-98;
tice, observation of business meth in the next four grades the estimated
ods, industrial and commercial his- cost per pupil upon the same basis
tory, industrial chemistry, transport, was $20.56, while the cost of each
banking and finance, eth:cs of busi- high school pupil, estimated on
ness, commercial law and Phila- average enrolment, was $42.89.
delphia interests. This figure may be taken as -the

The commercial departments of cost per pupil in the Washington
the high schools in other important Business High School. - Indiana
American cities are organized upon /ournal of Edictation. Dec., '99.

GERMAN EDUCATION.IN the German conception of pub-
lic school and higher education,
and in the efforts to bring the

concrete facts more closely in har.
mony with this conception, there
lias recently been remarkable pro-
gress, or at least change. And if
one acce.ts the theory held by
nany educators the world over, i.e.,
that the needed and thorough reform
of the modern system of tuition
must come in Germany and through
German pedagogues, it may be
truthfullv said that the present time
is rife with big things. After the

truce, in fact, which came on the-
heels of the present Kaiser's short
and unsuccessful effort to effect a
radical reform of the German " gym-
nasium" curriculum, and of the
methods employed by the teachers
there, the battle is now on once
more, and the arena is already filled
vith the noise of the belligerents,

the advocates of both " technical "
and " classical " education spilling
an ocean of ink in behalf of their
contentions.

One of the matters which the
young Kaiser, on ascending the
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throne, first tried to arrange and re
shape in his impulsive way was this
one of the old-fashioned, orthodox
German gymnasium education. That
this was a step in the right direction
was admitted then by the majority
of educated men here, but that the
young monarch's manner in making
the attempt was faulty and over-
hasty also admits of small doubt,
and the Kaiser, burning with am-
bition, and with a great many tasks
before hini that seemed to hini even
more urgent, dropped the matter
again, having succeeded in only
niuddling things worse than before,
in "easing up " the school task of
the "gymnasiast," especially in
Latin and Greek, to such an extent
as to seriously interiere with the
young student's proficiency in both
classical languages, in introducing
a spirit of unrest into the minds of
both teachers and pupils. and in
setting an agitation going which
has never since stopped. This last
achievement was, perhaps, good in
itself, and one other thing accom-
plished, and also to be commended,
was the taking up of manly sports
by the " gymnasiasts'' and univer-
sity students as a body, of rowing,
f::otball, lawn tennis, etc. The great
reform, however, the Kaiser had
dreamed of had not been brought
about.

Snce then ten years have elapsed.
During that time technical and
appliedsciencehasachieved triumph
after triumph, and one important
new invention after the other has
been introduced here and elsewhere.
It is also well known what a strong
interest the Emperor has taken in
soine of these-how, for instance, he
received men like Roentgen, Mar-
coni, Slaby, etc., and witnessed
their demonstrations, and how he
did everything in his power to further
the standing and the interests of
technologists. All this, of course,

with the hearty disapprobation of
the men of the o'd school in Ger-
many, who continued to look upon
chemists, engineers, electricians,
etc., as a higher sort of mëchanics,
but not as men of science, certainly
not as belonging to the " Ritter von
Geist," nct as their fellows in the
aristocracy of intellect. That the
average German " Gelehrter " has
gone a good deal too far in this re-
spect can hardly be doubted. Even
such a prince of applied science as
the late Siemens was, though lie lad
attained wealth and recognition
suffered ail his life from the thinly'
veiled disdain of the German uni-
versity-bred savant, and it must be
remembered that in Germany the
university bred man thus far is the
only one for whom the sugar plums
ripen in the public service of the
country, that he is the paramount
power in German literaturejournal-
ism, almost every form of public
opinion, and that, therefore, non-
recodnition from that quarter has
meant ail along the shutting up of
ail the avenues through whicli men
attain to glory, emoluments,popular
esteem, orders, decorations, pre-
ferment, influence.

The battle cry was -'technical
against classical education" through-
out Germany for years, and the
practical men with the technical
education had generally the worst
of it, as they do not belong,
as a rule, to the writers, and
were too busy to reply to
much that was said. One of the
main objects the men of technics
fought for ail along was the title of
" doctor," as conferred by the uni-
versities on their highest and ablest
graduates. In a country like Ger-
many, where " titelsucht," the mania
for titles and visible decorations, is
rampant, and where not to bear a
title of some kind or other séems to
the average man one of the most
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serious misfortunes, and where peo
ple in their judgment of others are
very largely governed by such titles,
it meant, of course, a great deal
more than in other countries that
the young engineer, analytical
chemist, architect, etc., no matter
how thoroughly educated and how
efficient and well-deserving, was
under all circurmstances debarred
from the enjoyment of a title denot-
ing academic degree and conferring
social distinction as well.

It was here the Kaiser again inter-
fered in behalf of the technical men.
To the intense disgust of the whole
Prussian bureaucracy, and of the
vastand influential body of univers-
ity-bred men outside of it, he con-
ferred on the three Prussian high
schools of technology in Berlin (or
rather in the suburb of Charlotten
berg.) Aix-la-Chapelle, and Dort
mund the right of conferring acad-
emic degrees, the only difference
being that the " Doctor Ingenieur "
must be written and printed in Ger-
man letters, instead of Roman ones,
so as to avoid misleading the pub-
lic. The Emperor did this, too, in
a way to make this gift doubly valu
able, and a large part of the German
press lias since been bemoaning the
fact and expressing the direst fears
for the future of the country. Nearly
every university-bred editor or
writer lias flung Goethe's bitter sar-
casm about the uses to which
science is put, viz.,

Dem Einen ist sie die hohe, die
himmlische Gottin; dem Andern
Eine tüchtige Kuh, die ihn mit But-
ter versorgt.
into the faces of these men of ap.
plied science, now his actual com
petitors in the race for honors, and
the abuse heaped on the heads of
the latter is still' flowing undimin-
ishedly.

It added new fuel to the flame
when Prof. Riedel, the rector of the

Technical Higli School here, de-
livered an address wherein he used
the substance of a talk the Emperor
had had with him and the other two
rectors, and in which the present
educational system of Germany, so
far as it prepares for the universities,
was severely taken to task, and the
opinion expressed that a large share
of what the pupil of the German
middle schools as well as of the
higher ones learns is, as a rule, use-
less, and that not enough regard is
paid by the teachers to the practical
needs of life. The address went, of
course, into details and furnished
illustrations which it would not do
to repeat here; but it was so power-
ful and well reasor.ed as to produce
a strong and lasting effect, all the
more so when, in answer to the un-
ceasing abuse showered on him,
Prof. Riedel publicly stated, prob-
ably with the Emperor's permission,
that the phrases most found fault
with had been used by the Emperor
himoself in the course of the conver-
sation referred to.

In one of the leading G n-an
periodicals, the Deutsche Revue, Prof.
Kaibel makes a slrong argument
from purely the point of view of the
university man against the Emper-
or's attempt to put the graduates of
the universities on a par with those
of the technical high schools, argu
ing that this will aid greatly in de-
stroying the last fragment of that
idealism in the German character

1which has made the German people
great in science, poetry, the arts,
and which has already been sadly
curtailed by a growing desire for
m.erelv material goods. -He, too,
furnishes illustrations and examples,
and there is undoubtedly a kernel of
truth in what he says. But Kaibel
commits the mistake of simply ig.
noring the undeniable shortcomings
of the present German educational
system, and of joining in the vulgza
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abuse of his opponents. AU the are many proofs. One is, that
same his article has caused a sensa- among the German pedagogues
tion, and all the Conservative:papers thernselves the nunber of those in-
of Germany are reprinting it, many sisting on a change is rapidJy grow-
of them because in doing so they can ing. The idea among them finds
take issue with the Emperor who, more and more favor that it would
to their thinking, is a dangerous in strengthen German educational
novator,without personally cngaging school methods materially if some
themselves. of the English and American educa-

Even such a strong government tional features were to be adoýted,
paper as the Kreuzzeitung takes de- with a view particularly of arousing
light in thus intimating to the Em- in the German boy and youth more
peror that he had better retrace his of that indomitable energy, that
steps again, as he once did before. seif-reliance, and that practical
But there does not seem to be any sense in meeting and overcoming
prospect of his doing so this time, difficulties which have ever distin-
for in court , circles it is reported guished those two nations, and
that the Emperor has his pro- %vhich are in a large measure due to
gramme of school reform now ready, early inculcation at school, where
after much wearisome work of pre- the ttry, try again ' is taught even
paration in the - o &U In youngest, and where the
Education and Interior, and that schoolmaster is at the saine time
after tbe naval bill bas been dis also an educator as well as teasher.
posed of in th3 Reichstag, qnd the No less a paper than the Cologne
canal bil in the nPrussian Diet, the VoTkszei/ung, the leadng Catholic
Kaiser wiml go in earnest at the task organ in Germany, pubished a wel-
of carrying through tbis reform. reasoned article by a Gerrnan bishop
He will meet witb strong and deter- wherein this was set forth at length,
mined opposition, the strength of and with irresistible logic. It is
whicli can be measured by tbe viru certainly strange to see such an
lence of the present press campaign article appear in the main outh
against the technical iigh schools, piece of the Ultramontane party,
and what his programme is'in the but the fact does flot detract from
matter of school reform is thus far a its significance. It is quite certain
well kept secret. it is quite possi- that the Emperor's programme wil
ble that the programme, vhen it also make towards this same end,
sees daylighr, will fot meet expecta- and there is, whether one cay e-
tions. Meanwhile, the sovereigns gret it or rejoice at it, a strong cur-
of Saxony, Wurtemburg and Baden rent within the German people of
have imitated the Kaiser, as King of to-day trying to rid it of the national
Prussia, in conferring similar rights faicings that bave told against poli-
on the techtical high schools of tical and financial success in the
Carlsruhe, Dresden, Stuttgart, etc. past, such faiings as indecision,

That, however, the movement procrastinations lack of practical
within the nation itself for a thorough sense and ruthless energy i the.
modification of Germany's middle battle life, and there is a growing
and bigher school systen is gather- coxiction that these old failings
ing strong momentur, despite the. are due in large measure to the
enormous opposition on the part of dreamy, impractical German school-
the old-fasbioned and conservative master f yor.- W. v. S.
leaders of public opinicn here, there 
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

Deliver not the tasks of might "That from Discussion's lips may fail
To weakness, neither hide the ray With Life, that working strongly, binds-
From those, not blind, who wait for day, Set in all lights by many minds,

Though sitting girt with doubiful light.' So close the interests of al)."

draw the attention of ourreaders to the article on
Manual Training by R. M.

Smith, Esq, Supervisor of Manual
Training in the Public schools of
Chicago. Canada has some claims
upon Mr. Smith, since he was for-
merly Principal of St. Francis Col
lege in the Province of Quebec. In
moving, many years ago, to the
great centre of population he now
labours in, he has taken advantage
of the elements of success that çre
to be met with there, and the rumor
is, in view of the newspaper reports
that have reached us from the West,
that there are other s.uccesses in
store for him as an organizer of
manual training schools in the
United States. In Mr. Smith are
to be found the practical engineer
as well as the successful teacher,
and the two elements have come to
be fully recognized bv those in
authority in Chicago. The nianual
training idea has not yet taken a firm
hold of our communities, though we
have something to show with ad-
mirable pride in some of our larger
centres. The movement which Sir
William Macdonald is at present en-
couraging with his usual liberality
will no doubt bear fruit in the near
future under the guidance of that
indefatigable organizer of the Agri-
cultural Department, Mr. Robert-
son, of Ottawa.

During the past few months there
has been little heard above the din
over the war in South Africa, unles5
it has been the din over the political
situation in the Dominion. This
war has been a magnificent loyalty

lesson to the whole of Canada and
to none more so than to the children
attending our schools. Incidents
can be spoken of as illustrating the
patriotic spirit that has come to be
a settled spirit in our schools over
our connection with the British Em-
pire The other day when the an-
nouncement was made in one of our
Public schools that General Cronje
had surrendered there was a spon-
taneous burst of applau.e, followed
by the spontaneous sing'ng of a
verse of God Save the Queen. There
have been poems and essays pre-
pared spontaneously by pupils
everywhere, inorsels of indifferent
literature hardly fit to enter the
public eye, but which none the
less gave evidence that love of
country which is cultivating itself
into an instinct is beginning to be
something in the rising generation
of Canada.

But while patriotism is a lesson
that our young people are learning
in a natural way from the upholding
of righteousness we can hardly re-
commend the political ethics of the
Ottawa atmosphere, as a promoter
either of loyalty or rectitude of con
duct. When the students of a
certain Normal school were al-
lowed their recreation in the quad-
rangle enclosed by the various
Model or practising schools' and
overlooked from their windows, the
old principal's invariable advice
when any " high jinks " were likely
to be indulged in,was, "Gentlemen,
remember that the eyes of a
thousand children are upon you."
It is not for us to preach to the
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high dignilaries of the Canadian There are a few persans aver
House of Commons, and yet we there," pointrng towards the Queen's
cannot well refrain from repeating Park, "farget that we,(Victoria Uni-
in their hearing the words of advice versity) are there by right."
the old principal had to give to his The above words were uttered by
students whenever they failed to an active and influential nember
regulate their conduct in the quad. ofthe Methodist Churcb, while dis-
rangle. cussing the University question and

University ideals. Evidently one of
We are glad to learn that there is the points of irritation is the Uni-

no letting-up in the anxiety of the versity idea. Wîli University Col-
committee who lias in hand the lege be nearer in , any vay ta the
furthering of a Canadian Educa* University than Victoria? for in-
tional Bureau, and from what we stance. The answer ta this ques-
have heard there will undoubtedly tian involves niost of the points at
be progress to report at the next issue.
Convention of the 'Dominion Edu- Evidently there are matters re-
cational Association, of which Dr. quiring attention in the University
J A. MacCabe, of Ottawa, is Presi- other than noney; though maney is
dent. The Premier of Ontario, the always needed and will be needed ta
Hon. G.W. Ross; the Attorney-Gen- the end of the chapter.
eral of Nova Scotia, the Hon. Dr.
Langley, and the Archbishop of Ot- -

tawa are deeply interested in the The Convention of Teachers this
scheme, while the press of the month promises vell. Ze are told
various provinces continue to coun- Queen's University, Kingston, vill
sel its formation with unusual zeal be well ta the fore. This is as it
and perseverance. should be.

CIJRRENT EXTENTS.

A NEW BEGINNING. stimulus, national union and effort.
Miost interests of late have had ta We do onot wonder that statesmen

bow ta the interest of xvar, corn- and polit icians,wvriters and speakers,
pared with which nothing h Pas had have on rany recent occasions
Much chance of arresting and hold- agreed in declaring that we need
in, the public attention. The sub- nothing sao uch for the future as
Ject of education has suffared with the trained intefligence and the
the rest, yet fot so much as the rest, scientific mnd. Every new stimu

ecause it lUas been borne in upon lating influence is welcome no mat-
the mmnd of the country that war ter whence it flows. Ail is grist for
and education have a great deal ta aur idils ta grind. The people
do with each other, and that physi vant to be better educated, ot only
cal strength and physical courage ta be drilled on teir feet and made
wvill flot go very far without the cunning with their hands, but ta be
applications of -science and the guid- 1 trained in mmnd and character as
ance of a trained intelligence. War nell. If war nas served ta bring
ii itself is an Ilugly and vencmous"' them to this point, let us be thank-
thingq; but it carres in its head the fui for the fact.

precius jewel1Q of self revelation, The Board of Education will help
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us to make our new departure. It have been appointed to two of tiese
is now virtually constituted ; we positions, but that the third is fot
have the outlines of its new organi. (when these words are written)
zation at the same moment with the finally selected. It is very seriously
statutes of the remodelled Univ'er- to be hoped that the Assistant Sec-
sity of London, and the two vill retary for Secondary Education vil1
work together in shaping our public be an officiai thoroughly in toucli
education according to our needs. with the ideas on which secondary
One month from to-day the Act of schoolmasters and the Universities
last Session will come into opera- have definitely expressed their opin-
tion, and the Government seem to ions during the past five or six
be fully bent on completing the years. There was an article in iast
machinery by which it is to do its veek's Guardian, written with much
work. A day or two ago, the Duke insight into the situation, which re-
of Devc'shire said in the House of minded the Government that they
Lords that the Departmental Com have been provided by schoolmas-
niittee appointed to consider the ters thimselves vith a rare oppor-
consequent changes of staff and of tunity.
organization had made two reports "Theopportunityisindeed unique.
which had been to a certain extený For once, ail the living forces re-
acted upon, and were being carried presentative ofsecondary and higher
into effect. The Committee, he said, education-the Universities, the
was now engaged in considering its public schools, and the other sec-
third and probably 5inal report, and ondary schools-are united, and
it would be presented irn a short spea with unanimous voice in favor
time. Being asked when he hoped of reforn. They ask for the train-
to introduce the Bill for constituting ing and certifying of tLachers, the
the Local Authorities to carry out appointing of inspectors, for the
the new system, the Lord President establishing of a representative
thought that he would probably not consultative body by which the
be in a position to bring it in until Board of Education and schools of
the Board of Education Act had ah kinds may b.: brought into or-
come into operation. Well, that is ganic and constant reiationship.
not long to wait. A Bill introduced The new Act provides for ahi this;
in April might certainly be passed but, since its provisions leave regis.
in July, even at our leisurely British tration, training and inspecion al
rate of Parliamentary procedure. optional, and indicate no principles

Yet, as our readers are well aware, on which the constitution of the
the Act, as it stands, will cover a Consultative Committee is to be
large area of educational activity, framed,-it rests absolutely with the
and will become operative at once. new Minister of Education and his
The Permanent Secretary, a grata advisers to determine whether the
persona with all branches of the promises of the Act become realities
teaching profession, will know how or fot."
to direct the new energy in o the It cannot be too often pointed out
old channels, and he will have at that the main educitional energy,
his side three principal Assistant zeal and enthusiasm of the past few
Secretaries, specially concerned with years, of which the Board of Educa-
technical, elementary and secondary tion Act is in large measure the
education. It is understood that outcorne, have been manifested by
Sir William Abney and Mr. Tucker the univrsities, by the secondary
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tea;:hers, and by people concerned ruary. For the improvement of sec-
in secondary education. The ele- ondary education, lie says:
mentary zeal came to a head in "Four things are necessary to be
18-o ; the technical zeal had it frui- done. First, to find out exactly
tion twenty years later. Ail the what is going on inside our existing
friends of education are concerned uninspected schools. That means,
in the new reforms; but, if the sec- as the first step, an intelligent sur
ondary schoolmasters had not spoken vey by competent and experîenced
out and insisted, if there had been inspectors. And they must be inen
no Oxford and Cambridge Confer and women in sympathy vith van-
ences, no Royal Comnuission, and no ous types of educational'endeavor,
continuous activity of the secondary not pedants or mere partisans of
associations, there would at this literature or of science, or of Staté
moment have been either no bill at monopoly, but anxious to stimulate
all or a bill treating national educa and to make use of every bit of good
tion in the secondary stage as a private effort. The next thing to
mere question of higher-grade Board be done is to rescue many of0 our
schools. The Board of Education da-, secondary sehools from financial
Act is comprehensive, conciliatory embarrassments, and to place the
and impartial as regards the differ- salaries and prospects of assistant
ent branches of education, but it is masters and mistresses on a satis-
stamped in particular with the sec- factory level. The third step would
ondary hall mark. If the new organ- follow at onc-the raising of the
ization and the new administration intellectuai standard of many cf the
correspond with the ideas on which schools, improvements in the profes-
the Act is evidently framed, we may sional preparation of the teachers,
be hopeful as to the future of second and tle diffusion throughout the
ary schools. There is no reason nation of a clear and inspining idea
why a great deal of useful work of what a good secondary school
should not be undertaken at once- could ani should do for its punils.
there is every reason why it should But, concurrently with this, the
be undertaken. Inspection, regis- fcurth need should be grappled with
tration, the definition of efficiency, -ramely the spread of the public
the statement of conditions for school spirit as far as possible
grants ii the case of non technical throughout secondary education."
schools-all these things require im- This is well and judiciously said.
mediate attention. The fact is well The new Act, rightly administered,
brought out by. Dr. R. P. Scott, in should help us to advance in all
his thoughtful and vigorous article these directions.

rn the Fortnighhoy Review for Febo

"The structure of every sentence soRules muast aiways for the most
is a lesson in ogic."-j" S. Mitig part be negatives sa-yMi tbo.

IlThe average boy does more for nEvery language mus be learned
his educatwion by observation and byiserather than by rules."
reading than the schoolmaster is Il The vernacular first, then La
able to do for him.p- WoD. fwas. etin."-Comendus.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

UNIVERSITY IDEALS. tions. In other words, we must have,

The following letter on the Utni- ot one large, unwieldy college, butof orotoanditsfeeraeda number ot comrparatively smaliversity of Toronto and its federatedfor a comn end,
colleges is reproduced ; with the i
wvriter's consent, from the Mail and teverone holding t to
Empire, of February 24 th. common good out ofits ovn strength

SiR,-As a graduate of the Uni- of character.
versity of Toronto, anxious to see his It las been said in one of your
Alma Matera great(not merely a big) interviews that Oxford cannot be
university, and longing to see edu reproduced here. I do fot say that
cation lifted to a higher, broader, it is desirable that it should be ,ut
more imperialistic level, if one may I do say that wliatever is good in
so speak, I wish to thank you for British models we. -hould adapt to
calling the attention of youc readers Our own diffent c.cumstances.
to this question in the admirable In Winnipeg', where the university
wvayin which you have done. Tbhree and the colleges are all younger than
main points seem noteworthy-fin ea ours in Ontario, they have denomin-
ances, administration, and idealst; ational colleges, ail teaching the
and the last is the nost important. subjets of the arts course, working
Money can do a great deal, admin- tofether by a system of interacctleegi
istration perhaps more, but vithout ate lectures, forming a real feyora-
lofty, generous ideals neither money tion (ail on an equal footing), and
nor adn-inistraton counts for much. persistentiy reftising to, adopt Jhe

Il"What Jowett did for Oxford" is plan advocated by some men here
exactly what we need, rot one man, - that dereo.inationai colleges
but four, five, or even more men, to should confine theniselves solely to
do for Toron to. If I mistake not, theology. In this, as in many things,
J owett neyer occupied any adminis. Manitoba is ahead of us, although
trative office of influence in mis uni we boast that ours is the premier
versity, but did bis work mainly in province of the Dominion.
connection with Balliol Colege, be am glad to hear, thoug, that
gianing as fellow and endin as in Latin a begining bas already
master. His scholarship and liter- been nade in the diretion of co-
ary work made him known to the operation between University Coi-
outside world, but it was his inter- lege and Victoria. My hope isthat,
est, in, and labours for, his students as the theologians seeni to be com-
wich made his college famnous. As i g to the pint here they can com-
a participator in the inter-collegiate bine teir forces to their own and
lectures, which are one of the chief their students' advantage, this be-
features of Oxford id Carnhridge, ginning in Latin may ead to greater
he conferred upon the -university things-perbaps even to co-opera-
generalv the benefits which oud tion -vith Queen's and Ottawa. We

ave been confined, but for the inter have a large province, and we can-
coliegiate lectures, to his own stu- flot afford to hold any but large
dents. By ail means, then, let us views on educational questions
have Jowetts as manv as ve can above ail others. Has any one
find, but, that tbey may do Jewett's thought yet ihat may be required

vork, thsy must have like condi in the way of universities for khe
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country north of Saunt Ste. Marie women) require for that perfect de.
and Lake Nipissing ? Besides that velopment which we call education.
great district our little fringe of Who can tell P Perhaps some day
settlements along the lakes antd we shall have Krox, Wycliffe and
rivers may look very small some St. Michael', ail teai-hing art classes.
day, and its universities may in the Such a state of things appears
time to come outshine ail of ours un- visioiary now, oossibly. but, if occa-
less we c:n rise to a more generous sion should ever require it, I an
and lielpful rivalry than we have sure that nothing but good would
had in the past. result to the whole university froin

Whatever is determined upon in it.
regard to Victoria will probably de- If the denominational universities,
cide the fate of federation itself. To (for they are not mere theological
my mind, it would be unfortunate colleges), stand for one idea more
if she either withdrew from her pre- than another, it is for that of re-
sent partnership in the University ligious instruction being, equally
of Tornnto, or. if contionirng as a with literary culture, scientific train-
partner, she should have less at ing and phys'cal exercise, nccessary
stake in the concern, for she un for the full development of a
doubtedly would have less if she man. Counting Ottawa, Regiopolis,
were a mere theol igical hall. The Queen's,.VcMaster, Tinity, and the
traditions.of fifty or sixty years are Wes-ern University the chancellor
in our coun'ry what centuries aro in of Victoria must be well within the
Oxfora and Cambridge, and cantiot truth when b- says tl-c only about
be broken lightly or waved aside half of the educational work of the
with a sweep of the hand. Senti- .igher sort is being done by the
ment does count, as we ail arc 'e- University of Toronto. This means
alizing in these days of sacrifice for that half of the population of this
the idea, the sentiment, of Empire. large and wealthy province is shut
Those who harp on this theological out, by reason of its views on edu-
%ring surely cannot stop to think cation and by reason of the Uni
how vexatious their tune is to Vic- versity Federation Act, fron sharing
toria men, past and present, and how in the benefits which it was suppos
productive of discord in the common ed that Act was framed to secure to
life it is. Let them try to imagine it. Secularists, whether Christian
what their osvn feelings would be if, or anti Christian, have their rights,
by any mischance, the unhappy but so have anti-secularists. If, as
movement of the sixties against I believe, and as I have tried to
University College should be re. show, any tumber, large or small,
vived. of citizens (i.e., owners of the Uni.

So far as I can see, the difficu'ty versity of Toronto), is excluded
comes chiefly from the difference in from that institution by the secular.
.deas between the two colleges ; but ist clauses of the Act, it is high time
a university, to be worthy of the that the defect were remedied. This
name. must be able to tolerate ail question ought ta e settled on the
forms of thought and all va ieties basis of equal rigbts fe'- aIl before
of aspiations. We cannot ail think further grants of money are voted.
alib -, nor can we aIl feel alike We boast of aur religiaus fre-iom
Hence it seems to me to be wise to and of aur toleration, but such
have, not one college, but as many boasts are vain in the present state
as variaus groups of men (and afa-ffairs. This reranant of religious
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persecution ought to be swept away clauses in the Act which, as in thE
without delay, merely as a matter of case of the two musical schools in
common justice. our town, for instance, give privi.

In saying what I have said, 1 leges ta the one while they with
wish it to be distinctly understood hold them from the other, because
that I am not casting any reflections the latter has what is cal.-d 'double
upon University College. I know affiliation." The provincial univer-
its Y. M. C. A., and romething of its sityT shouid be free ta ail, without
Greek letter societies, and for the distinction of any sort whatsoever.
moral influence which they all exert The more numerous these alliances
I have nothing but praise. But I are, the better for the university,
fir as an under graduate, and I feel but ail should be of exactly the
now, that they were, and are, not same kind, ail affliated or federated
enough. It has always seemed to institutions standing upon an equal
me that, even if the statute is left footing in in their own class.
unchanged as regards University The Agricuiturai College and the
College, the clauses which seem to School of science ought ta be made
make religious instruction possible together with ail other technical or
in the college might be, and ought professional schoois, federated cal-
to be, utilized. At the Normal leges on a level in ail respects with
School rel'gious instruction is given Victoria. Knox, Wycliffe and St.
to the students. Why is it not Micbael's. Nor should any of these
given also at University College, be placed below University College
where it could se more easily done in any respect. t was byperfect
without denominational jealousy equality of colieges that the people
than it could be anywhere else,if the of Manitoba worked out their prob-
theological colleges would co-oper. lem, leaving the university supreme
ate, and would take charge of in its own realm. Lt is by perfect
the members of their respect- equaiity of the provinces that Con-
ive communions ? For those federation bas been made ta work
who have conscientious scruples out sa weli as it bas warked out in
good courses in ethics are provided, the Dominion. And it is only by
and can be made compulsory. I do perfect equality trat Imperial Fed-
not think I am going too far in say- eration will vork out. Simi-
ing that our new Imperialism is larly, it is only by perfect equal.
generating a vast deal of moral- ity for ail, combined with gen-
not to say religious-enthusiasm. erous ideals, that the University of
Where else ought it to be fostered Toronto can become a great univer-
and guided if not in the universities sity, and one which shah truly rep
and colleges ? But whatever views resent the people that own it, for as
rnay prevail as regards University I have often said, it is the people
College, there can be no doubt that who own it, and fot rerely the
other institutions ought to be al- graduates, or even those who work
lowed to pursue their ideas of re- hardest for it aid in it-frequently
ligious instruction combined with with too little thanks.
all the advantages that the univer- To take up the ther headings, I
sity, the whole people's property, may perhaps ask ta be allowed
has to offer in connection with the ta trespass upon your space at
library, the laboratories and inter. some future time.
collegiate lectures. Yours, etc.,

Speaking of toleration and justice A. H. YOUNG.
briigs me ta the mention of those Toronto, Feb. 2th.
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T HE first article in Scribner's Ma.gazine for March is on The
Fighting with Methuen's Di-

vision, by H. J Whigham. The ac
count ends with the crossing of the
Modder River, the management of
the expedition 'being somewhat
severely criticized. The instalment
in the April number ought to be
particularly interesting. Mrs. Whar-
ton, who has recently published a
book'of short stories, contributes the
first part of a short novel, The
Touchstone, in which some of the
characters of one of her most
strikirg short stories appear. The
Eye of the Harem is an. amusing
short story, by Arthur Cosslett
Smith. The Renaissance of Land-
scape Architecture is a picturesque
article !by George F. Pentecost, jr.
Tommy and Grizel are still in diffi-
culties about Tommy's sprained
ankle, which turns ont to be dis-
located after all.

The Shadow of a Man is the name
of the complete novel in the March
Lippincott. It is written by E. W.
Hornung, and is an agreeable con-
trast to that author's earlier work,
The Amateur Cracksman. The
Shadow of a Man is an interesting
and well told Australian story. The
Canadian Tommy Atkins is an ar-
ticle by Percie U. Hart on the
North-West Mounted Police, who
receive much well-merited praise
from Mr. Hart. Mr. Stephen Crane
begins his series, Great Battles of
the World, by a paper on The Brief
Campaign Against New Orleans.
Why New Orleans should be con
sidered one of the great battles of
the world-does not precisely appear.

The March number of St. Nicholas
contains more than the usual num-
ber of contributions above the
average in merit. Charles G. D.

Roberts has a Canadian story called
In the Rapids of the Ashberish.
There are no less than six historical
sketches. One of the most interesting
of these to Canadian children would
be The Royal Champion of Eng-
land, by Jennie Day Haines. In the
department Books and Reading a
list of the best one hundred books
for a young people's library is given.
The new departments on nature,
science, drawing, writing and pho.
tographing are developing into a
most interesting experiment.

Heroes in the Nursery is the title
of an article which is reprinted in

'he Living Age from The Speaker
that would be read with interest and
profit by many of the teachers of
primary classes.

The Need 'of Stopping to Think
is one of these excellent articles, so
characteristic of the Sunday Schoot
Times, which may be found on the
first page of the issue for the tenth
of March. Mr. Harris, the author
of a biography of Robert Raikes,
which was published last year, con-
tributes to. this number of the
Sunday Schoo1 Times an article on
I The Respectable Mr. Raikes."
The departments for assisting the
work of a Sunday-school are con-
ducted as usual.

" Cupid, the Freshman Manager,"
a short story that appears in the
Youtk's Companion for March 15 th,
is concerned with the purity of col-
lege athletics, and should be read
with much interest by the many
subscribers to the YoutHis Companion
who are interested in this question.
The Yielding of a Blinn is a story
for girls.of quite as excellent a char-
acter. More than the usual allow-
ance of verse appears in this nun-
ber, one of the most attractive con-
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tributions being The Wise Frogs, of the Transvaal, Natal, etc., 6d.
by Miss Ethelwyn Wetherald, whose Edinburgh and London: W. & A.
father was an early and honored K. Johnston.
member of the teaching profession
in Ontario. , Three excellent colored maps of

the seat of war have been issued by
Preliminary Stages of the Peace: the well-known geographical pub-

of Amiens, by H. M. Bowman, is lishers, Messrs. W. & A. K Jobns-
the latest contribution to the Uni ton. We have no hesitation in pro-
versity of Toronto studies in the nouncing them the best maps of the
historical series. Mr. Bownan kind that we have seen. A box of
seeks to establish the sincerity of 50 coloured flags (18 British, 16
Napoleon's peace overtures at this Transvaal and 16 O.F.S ) for mark-
time against his lat'r denials of sin- ing movements of troops is also sup-
cerity at St. Helena. The author's plied, price is.
contribution is an interesting one
and is written with clearness and
not a little grace. The folloving publications have

been received :
THE RATIONAL SPELLING BOOK.- A C. Heati & Company, Boston.

The American Book Company, has
published, in two parts, a spelling- Kellcr's Kleider Machen Lente,
book, by Dr. J. M. Rice, arranged edited by M. B. Lambert.
on a definite psychological plan, and A Brief Course in Physiology, by
designed to make the learning of Buel P. Colton.
spelling-that bugbear of school School Sanitation and Decoration,
work-both interesting and easy. by Severance Burrage and H. J.
The words have been selected, Bailey.
primarily, with reference to their
use in ordinary affairs. The book is Hougzon, Mi7in 57 Company, Bos-
recommended to the notice of ton.
teachers, and the Educational De Michael Angelo, a collection of 15
partment. Par I., 15 cents ; Part pictures, with introduction and inter-
Il.1 20 cents. pretation by Estelle M. Hurl.

Special map of South Africa, i Poter &- Putna n Go., New York.
XVar map of the Transvaal, Natal, The Inductive Geography, by
etc., is. Pictorial Bird's Eye Map Chas. WV. Deane and Mary R. Davis.

Philosophy is the child of religion. yThe power to understand right-
ly and to use critically the mother

"Poetry is one of the most effi tongue is the consummate flower of
dSent means of education of the al education."-C .i Eot.
moral sentiment as well as of the
intelligence. It is the source of the Language lies at the root of al
best culture-Prof. orton. mental cultivation.-Dr. Monsen.
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